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TIP 3

When you set up your incubator, did you know that your eggs can give
ou the best guidance on whether the incubator temperature settings
re correct?

ncubator temperature sensors measure air temperature at various
laces in the machine. For practical reasons sensors have to be sited
omewhere they do not get in the way of loading or cleaning. Because
f this, they may not always reflect the air temperature that is
xperienced by the eggs.
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TIP 4

When did you last watch
your eggs turning?

Turning angle of 31.6 degrees is too shallow. Target is 40-45 degree

All hatchery managers are busy and
it can be difficult to find time to just
observe eggs in your setters.
But, egg turning is essential for good
hatchability and the turning angle, turning
frequency, and the smoothness of the turn
are of key importance. So, make some time
to watch your eggs turning:
•

Did the eggs turn when
you expected them to?

•

Did all the trolleys/trays turn?

•

Was the turning smooth and gentle?

•

Was the turning angle correct
on all the trolleys/trays?

Getting
the turning
angleangle
just right
at 42
degrees.
Figure
1 Turning
of 31.6
degrees
is too shallow. Target is 40-45 degrees.

Incorrect turning angles, or complete turning
failure, are among the most frequent issues
we identify on hatchery visits.

Getting the turning angle just right at 42 degrees.

The impact of mildly suboptimal turning
angles on hatch can be subtle, but will
include increased levels of early and late dead
embryos, malpositions in the late deads and
also unabsorbed albumen covering some
chicks. If you do not correct turning issues as
soon as they are found, it will cost you chicks.
Turning problems will affect embryo
development most severely when they
happen early in incubation.

Figure 2 Getting the turning
angle just right at 42 degrees.
A service to hatchery personnel from Aviagen
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TIP 6
How often do you check eggs coming
in to your hatchery for hairline cracks?
Identifying all the eggs that have
cracked shells on arrival at the hatchery
is not easy, but removing and discarding
them will increase your hatchability and
improve chick quality.
As the use of automated egg handling on the
farms increases, hairline cracks, in particular,
are becoming much more common.
‘Hairline’ cracks can be difficult to spot.
They occur when the force of an impact is
just sufficient to crack the crystalline shell,
but there is no obvious surface damage or
disruption to the underlying shell membranes.
Hairline cracks may only become obvious after
a few days in the egg store when moisture
from the egg contents has had time to
penetrate into the crack and produce a faint
grey line at the shell surface (Figure 1).

So, the message is clear. Cracked eggs and
those with hairline cracks are bad news
for the hatchery. Not only do they reduce
hatchability through increased water loss from
the egg, but they are more likely to become
contaminated. This contamination is carried
over onto the farm by the chicks.

Figure 1

A good way to detect hairline cracks is to
candle the eggs because the moisture that
has entered the crack becomes illuminated
brightly (Figure 2).
Eggs with hairline cracks can cause just
as many problems as eggs with more
severe shell damage.
Research has shown that the hatchability of
eggs with hairline cracks can be reduced by
almost 25%. In addition, there is an increased
level of contamination in eggs with hairline
cracks which seems to be carried over to the
chicks. The mortality of chicks hatched from
cracked eggs to two weeks of age was almost
four times that in the control group.
When the effect of hairline crack length on
hatchability, egg weight loss, embryo losses,
chick quality and contamination rates have
been studied it is clear that substantial
detrimental effects still occur in eggs with only
short hairline cracks, such as that in Figure 3.
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TIP 7

HAVE YOU GOT A
Have
you got a hatchery
HATCHERY
MAINTENANCE
HAVE
YOU GOT
A
maintenance plan in place?
PLAN IN PLACE?
HATCHERY
MAINTENANCE
PLAN
IN visits
PLACE?
During hatchery
we often notice that maintenance is reactive
During hatchery visits we often notice
that maintenance is reactive rather than
preventative – things are only fixed
when they break down.

maintenance than others as this could indicate
that there is an underlying problem elsewhere.
Keeping track of the spare parts and their usage
avoids over ordering unnecessary parts. Some
of the incubation manufacturers now offer
technical audits which are extremely helpful
to get you started with your maintenance
program. Monitoring the equipment allows us
to see if the equipment is performing within the
acceptable limits and to take action if we notice
unacceptable readings.
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ture
andsensors
ancillary
equipment
humidity etc) need to be
This can compromise hatchability and
chick quality which are the two most
important performance factors a hatchery’s
success is measured on. A scheduled
maintenance programme minimises the risk
of machine failure and the impact of incorrect
machine operation on hatch and quality.
A few things to consider when setting up
a maintenance programme are:

drated. These chicks will not perform well on the farm.

TIP 8

It is extremely busy on a hatching day in a hatchery and it can be hard to
monitor and respond to chick comfort. Sometimes problems with chicks
being too hot or cold are only
seen when DOA numbers increase. On the other hand, it is
not simple
to keep chicks within
Managing chick
holding
their comfort zone in a chick
room temperatures
holding room. There is not one
ideal chick holding room temperature, which
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DO YOU MAKE
REGULAR CHECKS FOR
TRANSFER DAMAGE?

Egg turning is a key input for normal embryo development. Brooding
hens roll the eggs in their nests; in hatcheries, trays of eggs must be
ilted to either side of horizontal. For the best hatchability, eggs should
be tilted once an hour to achieve a 38-45° angle to each side. Hatchability will be depressed if turning angles are too shallow, or
urningCheck
is not frequent
enough,debris
especially in
the first 7 days.to
hatch
regularly

TIP 10

identify egg turning problems
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CHECK HATCH DEBRIS
REGULARLY TO IDENTIFY
EGG TURNING PROBLEMS

issues, especially mild chronic ones, a routine
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TIP 11

With some single stage setters, especially if they are sealed for m
the first half of incubation, it is very difficult to avoid wet floors a
walls. The eggs release moisture through the egg shell, and in a
sealed incubator humidity builds up to very high levels. At these
high humidity levels and at incubation temperature, condensatio
the walls and pipework is almost unavoidable, and the water soo
down to the floor. The best way to prevent the humidity building
a high
level is to open the dampers slightly once the setter is up
Keep setter floors
dry
temperature, leaving it very slightly open for the first 24 hours of
incubation. Once the dampers are closed, the humidity will build
dampers are closed, the humidity
Wet setter floors are often seensoinit is usuallyOnce
bestthe
to start
ventilating the setter after day seven
will build again, so it is usually best to start
hatcheries. Staff do not usually pay
latest. the setter after day seven of
ventilating
much attention, and often thinkcubation
they at the

TIP 12

incubation at the latest.

are unavoidable.

Once setters
single stage
settersventilated,
are being ventilated,
Once
single stage
are being
or in a hatchery w
Wet floors can have several negative
effects
or in a hatchery which uses multi stage setters,
on incubation conditions and chick quality.
uses multi stage
then
the floors
thensetters,
the floors
should
alwaysshould
be dry.always
If waterbe dry. If
Firstly, water will evaporate off the open
isfloors,
seen on
the action
floors, then
action
needs
totobestop it. We
is
seen
on
the
then
needs
to
be
taken
water surface, causing localised cooling of the
taken to stop it.
surface. The rising water vapour willin
then
hit
incubators can be caused by:
Wet floors in incubators can be caused by:
the eggs placed on the lower egg trays.

l Leaking connections to the cooling pipes, the humidity spray

This has a cooling effect on these eggs
slowing
or solenoids.
down their embryo development compared
l Pinholes in
to eggs in other positions in the setter.

•

Leaking connections to the cooling pipes,
the humidity spray nozzles or solenoids.

the
pipes.cooling pipes.
• copper
Pinholescooling
in the copper
l
Condensation
from
the
cooling
pipes
or solenoids
– especiall
•
Condensation
from
the cooling
pipes or
In addition, with machine temperatures
solenoids
– especially
if the water chiller
around 100°F (37.8°C) the wet warmth
water chiller is set colder
than
necessary.
is set colder than necessary.
provides an ideal environment for promoting
l Catching troughs
or gutters not in place, blocked or leaking.
• Catching troughs or gutters not in place,
the growth of mould and bacteria – especially
l Spray
functioning
properly.
blocked
or leaking.
on wet surfaces. The water vapour can
also nozzles not

carry bacteria and mould spores which can
• Spray nozzles not functioning properly.
settle on the egg shell or penetrate through
Most of the above causes have to do with maintenance and can
micro fissures in the shell into the egg.
Most
the above
causes have
to do
In other words eggs on the bottom avoided
of
by having
anofeffective
preventative
maintenance
plan in
with maintenance and can be avoided
a machine with a wet floor will be cooler
an effective preventative
and in danger of becoming contaminated.
Standing waterby
onhaving
the floor
of a single stage setter at the end
maintenance plan in place.
With some single stage setters, especially
sealed period.
if they are sealed for most of the first half
of incubation, it is very difficult to avoid wet
floors and walls. The eggs release moisture
through the egg shell, and in a well sealed
incubator humidity builds up to very high
levels. At these very high humidity levels and
at incubation temperature, condensation on
the walls and pipework is almost unavoidable,
and the water soon drips down to the floor.
The best way to prevent the humidity building
to such a high level is to open the dampers
slightly once the setter is up to temperature,
leaving it very slightly open for the first
24 hours of incubation.
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Figure 1 Standing water on the floor of a single
stage setter at the end of the sealed period.
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most of
and
a wellvery
on on
on drips
to such
p to Keeping chicks comfortable
f
d again,
Air temperature at chick level inside the box
of in- Newly hatched chicks can not regulate
should be around 30-32°C (86-89.6°F), 60-70%

TIP 13
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their body temperature and rely on
suitable environmental conditions
to keep them comfortable.

which In an ideal production system, chicks would
water be moved from hatcher to farm promptly
and quickly. In real production systems there
Wet floorscan be several hours between take off and

eir body temperature and rely
eep them comfortable. In an
nozzles
moved
from hatcher to farm
ystems
there can be several
ly if the
cks are placed on the farm.
when the chicks are placed on the farm.

The best first week mortality and post-hatch
performance will be seen from chicks kept
in good conditions between leaving the
hatcher and placement on the farm.
Suitable room conditions are:
•

n be
n place.

Room air temperature 22-28°C
(depending on air speed
around the boxes).

•

Relative humidity 50-65%.

•

85m3 fresh air per hour per 1000
chicks – the CO₂ level in the room
should not go over 2000ppm.

d of the

RH.Chicks use behaviour to help control their
body temperature, so monitor chick behaviour
KEEPING
to knowCHICKS
if they are comfortable or not.
COMFORTABLE
Chick vent temperature is easy to measure,
Newly
hatched
chicks can correlated
not regulate their bodywith
temperature
and relybody
and
highly
deep
on suitable environmental conditions to keep them comfortable. In an
chick
idealtemperature.
production system, chicks The
would beoptimum
moved from hatcher
to farm vent
promptly and quickly. In real production systems there can be several
temperature is 39.4-40.5°C (103-105°F).
hours between take off and when the chicks are placed on the farm.

• week
Chicks
that
The best first
mortality and
post- are too cold, vent temperature
from
hatch performance
will be seen
below
39.4°C
(103°F), start to huddle and
chicks kept in good conditions between
have
coldonlegs
leaving the hatcher
and placement
the and feet.
farm. Suitable room conditions are:
• Chicks at correct temperature
l Room air temperature 22-28°C (dearearound
quiet
and evenly spread out.
pending on air speed
the boxes).
l Relative humidity 50-65%.
• airChicks
per hour perthat
1000 are too hot, above
l 85m3 fresh
h CO2 level measured
level in the room
should Higstart
chicks – the CO240.5°C
(105°F),
in a holding ropanting.
om with innot go over 2000ppm.
sufficient ventilation

measurements
The Chick
chicks will bevent
calmer iftemperature
the chick holding room has
dim blue light.
humidity
and air to
speedcheck
all interact tochick
determinecomfort
the
Temperature,
can be
used
in
temperature around the chicks. A good ventilation system will remove
chick
rooms,
in achick
trucks and
hot, hatchers,
humid air from around
the boxes,
without creating
draft directly
on toduring
the chicks. Airthe
temperature
chick level
inside theof
boxbrooding.
should be
firstat two
days
Chicks
around 30-32°C (86-89.6°F), 60-70% RH.

should be sampled throughout the area where

Chicks use behaviour to help control their body temperature, so
they are being held and from near the top,
monitor chick behaviour to know if they are comfortable or not. Chick
ventmiddle
temperature isand
easy to measure,
and highly
deep stacks.
bottom
ofcorrelated
chickwithbox
body temperature. The optimum chick vent temperature is 39.4-40.5°C
Pay particular attention to areas:
(103-105°F).
l Chicks that are too cold, vent temperature below 39.4°C (103°F),
• and
Where
chicks
start to huddle
have cold legs
and feet. are observed
l Chicks at correct
are quiet and
spread out.
totemperature
be panting
orevenly
huddling.
l Chicks that are too hot, above 40.5°C (105°F), start panting.

•

Figure 1 High CO₂ level measured in a
holding room with insufficient ventilation.

The chicks will be calmer if the chick holding
room has dim blue light. Temperature,
humidity and air speed all interact to
determine the temperature around the chicks.
A good ventilation system will remove hot,
humid air from around the boxes, without
creating a draft directly on to the chicks.

High CO2 level measured
agen.com
in a holding room with inHatchery Tips

Where there is fast air movement

Chick vent temperature measurements can be used to check chick
around
the
chick
boxes.
comfort in hatchers,
chick rooms,
in chick
trucks and
during the first
two days of brooding. Chicks should be sampled throughout the area
Near
walls
and
doors.
where they•are being
held and
from near
the top,
middle and bottom of
chick box stacks. Pay particular attention to areas:
Most
above
causes
l Where
chicksof
are the
observed
to be panting
or huddling. have to do
l Where there is fast air movement around the chick boxes.
with maintenance and can be avoided
l Near walls and doors.

by having an effective preventative
maintenance plan in place.

A good layout for a chick holding room with well spaced buggies.

Figure 2 A good
layout for a chick
holding room with
well spaced buggies.
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Periods where eggshell temp
delay the hatch and can also
and damage chick quality. A
issue when eggs are set cold
Pre-warming eggs
warm, humid incubator is th
Single-stage setters are very popular
nowadays, but there are still a lot
may ‘sweat’. This surface co
of multi-stage setters in use.
sation will increase the likeli
14 bacteria getting into the egg
causing rots and bangers.

TIP 14

In normal circumstances, multi-stage setters
are very stable, with a lot of the heat needed
coming from the older embryos. For this
reason, they are not usually equipped
with as much heating or cooling capacity
as is needed by single-stage setters.

PRE-WARMING
In some circumstances, this lack of heating
capacity can be a disadvantage. Hatch and
EGGS
chick quality can be badly affected if eggs

Single-stage
setters
are very popular
nowadays,
but there
are not
pre-warmed
before
they
are are
set.still a lot
of multi-stage setters in use. In normal circumstances, multi-stage
Figure
below
temperatures
setters
are very1stable,
withshows
a lot of theshell
heat needed
coming from the
olderof
embryos.
reason, they
not usually
equipped with as
eggsFor
atthis
around
fiveare
days
incubation,
muchimmediately
heating or coolingafter
capacity
is needed
by single-stage
setters.
a as
new
batch
of eggs had
In some
circumstances,
thisalack
of heating capacity
can be
a red
been
added to
multi-stage
setter.
The
disadvantage. Hatch and chick quality can be badly affected if eggs are
line shows temperature changes when the
not pre-warmed before they are set.

new eggs were set directly from the egg
(59°F,
15°C).
Fig. 1store
below shows
shell
temperatures of eggs at around five days in-

Eggshell temperature (°F)

cubation,
a new the
batchmuch
of eggs had
added to a
Theimmediately
blue lineafter
shows
lessbeen
severe
multi-stage setter. The red line shows temperature changes when the
impact when the new eggs had been prenew eggs were set directly from the egg store (59°F, 15°C). The blue
warmed
before
they
were
set.
line shows
the much
less severe
impact
when
theWhen
new eggseggs
had been
were set
then
temperature
pre-warmed
beforecold,
they were
set.egg
Whenshell
eggs were
set cold, then egg
by 9.0°F
(5.1°C),
and
shelldropped
temperature dropped
by 9.0°F
(5.1°C),
and took
took fourfour
hourshours
to return to
to optimum
temperature
returnincubation
to optimum
incubation temperature.
101
99
97
95
93
91
89
87

Periods where eggshell temperatures are low
(< 99.0°F, 37.2°C) will delay the hatch and can
also increase levels of early embryo mortality
and damage chick quality. A further issue
when eggs are set cold into a warm, humid
incubator is that they may ‘sweat’. This surface
condensation will increase the likelihood of
bacteria getting into the egg and causing rots
and bangers.

To minimise temperature sho
warmed to the setter room t
setting.
To minimise temperature shock and sweating,
eggs should be pre warmed to the setter
room temperature (75-79°F, 23.9-26.1°C)
before setting.
•

Move eggs from the egg store to the setter
room 6-8 hours before setting. Leave 20cm
gaps between trolleys and away from walls,
so that air can circulate easily.

•

Run ceiling fans to create air circulation
though the eggs (avoid blowing air
directly onto them). The thermal
image, below, shows uneven eggshell
temperatures in trolleys after pre-warming
without forced air circulation.

l Move eggs from the egg
setting. Leave 20cm gaps be
that air can circulate easily.

With pre-warming
Without pre-warming
16.05 16.35 17.05 17.35 18.05 18.35 19.05 19.35 20.05 20.35 21.05

Fig. 1. Eggshell temperature changes in part-incubated eggs
immediately after more eggs are set either from the cold store or after
pre-wFigure
arming. 1 Eggshell temperature changes
in part-incubated eggs immediately after
more eggs are set either from the cold
Periods where eggshell temperatures are low (< 99.0°F, 37.2°C) will
store or after pre-warming.
delay the hatch and can also increase levels of early embryo mortality
and damage chick quality. A further
issue when eggs are set cold into a
warm, humid incubator is that they
18
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may ‘sweat’. This surface condensation will increase the likelihood of

CALIBRATE CO2
SENSORS REGULARLY

peratures
TIP 15are low (< 99.0°F, 37.2°C) will
o increase levels of early embryo mortality
A further
d into
a
Calibrate
CO₂ sensors regularly
hat they
Most modern single-stage setters and
hatchers are fitted with carbon dioxide
onden(CO₂) sensors, automating adjustment
ihoodofto the
ofmachine dampers according
the CO₂ accumulated from the
g anddeveloping embryos.

Most modern single-stage setters and hatchers are fitted with carbon
dioxide (CO2) sensors, automating adjustment of the machine dampers
according to the CO2 accumulated from the developing embryos. This
can work well, but only if the CO2 sensors are accurate. Sensors which
under or over record will result in the machine being incorrectly
ventilated. When this happens, it can lead to gradually declining chick
quality and hatchability.

The first step is to make sure that the CO2 sensors are all reading
correctly. Prolonged exposure to high humidity levels during sealed
incubation, and to chick fluff and humidity during hatching or even
washing water can all affect the sensor or sensor protection cap leading
to inaccurate readings. The sensors must be calibrated regularly.
Alternatively, higher CO₂ levels can be
calibrated
CO₂
mixture with
at low,using
mid andahigh
COgas
2
Ideally, the sensors should be calibrated
a known,
CO₂ concentration
while
levels, proving that they are reading
correctly certified
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people and chick
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the(CO₂)
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automating adjustment of the
machine
make
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that
machine
calibration instrument sensor can
be inserted
thethe
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support
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doors orhigher
air vents.levels of CO₂. Levels can only
from the developing embryos. This can work
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well, but only if the CO₂ sensors
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that
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empty.ventilated.
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that
bothsealed
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be closed
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gradually
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of 5,000 andshould also be checked.
unit.to
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with certified CO2on
damper opening
declining chick quality and hatchability.
8,000ppm (0.5 and 0.8%) are readily
available
onto
thecheck
market. that the machine can
An easy
way
be properly sealed is to stand inside the empty,
The first step is to make sure
that
the
CO₂
Having calibrated the sensors, you must then make sure that the
powered down incubator with the doors and
sensors are all reading correctly.
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is still able to support higher levels of CO2. Levels can only
dampers closed. If you can see any light,
exposure to high humidity levels
during
sealed
rise if the incubator is well sealed against air leakage. Check that the
will
notsure
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and
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around
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are machine
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both
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improve
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canThe calibration
can be closed
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opening
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quality. However,
all affect the sensor or sensor
protection
cap
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An easy way
to check hatchability
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be properly
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up can
sealedThe
is tosensors
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leading to inaccurate readings.
tocan
show
when
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must be calibrated regularly.Ideally,
the closed. If you
notatseal
properly.
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sensors should be calibrated
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mid and
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high CO₂ levels, proving that they are reading
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improve
hatchability or chick
CO2 levels
that CO₂
accumulates
in the machine must
correctly across the desiredHigh
range.
A simple
build
up can be a useful
tool to show
quality.
measuring CO2be
predictable.
If either
of these fail, then
calibration can be done using
an However,
electronic
when a machine needs
ventilation rates will be incorrect.
meter (which is itself regularly calibrated
fresh air. For this to work
against known standards) to
check that both
consistently the sensors
machine and calibration sensor
are
need to
be giving
calibratedthe
same reading at room CO₂ levels.
accurately and the rate that
accumulates
in the
CO2the
This will usually be higher than
400ppm
must be and
(0.04%) normal for fresh air;machine
both people
predictable. If either of these
chick embryos will be producing
CO₂ in the
fail, then ventilation rates
building which will drive the concentration
will be incorrect.
up. However, mid- and high-end values can
Figure 2 The photograph above shows
be checked during incubation
Thonly
e photoifgryour
aph above shows typicatypical
l CO2 seCO₂
nsorssensors
in a setterin
, parotsetter,
ected protected by
calibration instrument sensor can
by sbe
ensinserted
or protection caps. If thesensor
caps beprotection
come cloggedcaps.
with dIfusthe
t or caps become
the
condprobe
ensation, the sensorclogged
will give anwith
artifidust
cially hor
ighcondensation,
reading.
into the incubator next to the machine
sensor will give an artificially high reading.
without opening doors or air vents.

ock and sweating, eggs should be pretemperature (75-79°F, 23.9-26.1°C) before

store to the setter room 6-8 hours before
etween trolleys and away from walls, so

l Run ceiling fans to create air
circulation though the eggs (avoid
blowing air directly onto them). The
thermal image, left, shows uneven
eggshell temperatures in trolleys after
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In principle, the best place to put the calibration probe is r
the machine probe. Unfortunately, this may not be possibl
does not have a long lead to reach into the machine. For t
probes are often inserted through a specially drilled hole t
the machine door, without first checking how closely the t
there corresponds to the temperature next to the machine
To achieve a proper calibration, the calibration probe has t
at a location which is consistently within 0.2°F points of th
temperature at the machine probe. Without doubt, a positi
Temperature calibration
probes
machine
probe will give the best accuracy. Unfortunately,
calibration devices have very short cables and simply will
outside the
setter
door. In situatio
runs at a probe
similarfrom
temperature
to that
around
It is important to check and calibrate the machine
When
lookingthe
for only way to a
not machine
possible sensor(s).
to find a close
location,
the temperature sensors in setters and it is the
such a position, the machine should be
hatchers regularly, using a calibration satisfactory
calibration reading is to look for a reachable p
fully loaded and turned to the calibration
probe which is accurate to 0.2°F,
runsposition
at a similar
temperature
to that around
the machine
following
manufacturer’s
suggestion.

TIP 16

and readable to 0.1°F.

With regular calibration we start to see
benefits in consistency and predictability
between machines, because their
temperatures are exactly the same.

Machine doors and seals should be checked
and maintained as necessary to avoid false
When
looking for such a position, the machine should be
readings due to air leakage. For single-stage
and machines,
turned to the
calibration
following
manufactu
check
betweenposition
days 2 and
3.

suggestion.
Machine
doors and
sealsatshould
For multistage
machines,
check
least be checked a
necessary
avoid
false
24 hoursasafter
the lastto
set.
First,
the readings
machine due to ai
Today, with advancing technology, we have maintained
probe should
be calibrated
properly.days
For this
a great opportunity to use new, more accuratesingle-stage
check between
2 and 3. For
machines,
purpose it is worth the extra trouble to place
tools to calibrate setters and hatchers. It is
machines,
check
at
least
24
hours
after
the
last
set. First,
the calibration probe right next to the machine
possible now to buy reliable and accurate
probe
should
be
calibrated
properly.
For
this
purpose
it is
probe, however difficult this may be. After
calibration thermometers (accuracy of ±0.2°F)
completing
an
accurate
calibration
at
the
at an affordable price. However, it can be
extra trouble to place the calibration probe right next to th
sensor, place the calibration probe in different
a challenge to get the calibration probe into
probe,
however difficult this may be. After completing an a
positions to find a spot which runs at the same
the right place to check the machine sensor.
calibration
at theas
sensor,
place
the calibration
probe in diff
temperature
next to
the sensor.
Each time
In principle, the best place to put the
the probe
is moved,
allow runs
the machine
to run
calibration probe is right beside the machine positions
a spot which
at the same
temperatu
to find
normally for at least one hour before reading
probe. Unfortunately, this may not be possible
the sensor.
Each
time
the
probe
is
moved,
allow
the mach
the temperature.
if the probe does not have a long lead to
normally
for
at
least
one
hour
before
reading
the
tempera
reach into the machine.
When the machine probe and calibration

the machine
probe and
calibration
readings are sim
probe readings
are similar
(less probe
than ±0.2°F
For this reason, probes are often inserted
difference),
drill
a hole
the or
wall
or to
roof to allow
difference),
drill a
hole
in theinwall
roof
through a specially drilled hole to just inside ±0.2°F
allow
calibration
sensor
to be
inserted
the machine door, without first checking how sensor
to the
be inserted
at that
point.
Once
you have found t
at that point. Once you have found the best
closely the temperature there corresponds to
position
in one machine, the same location can be used fo
position in one machine, the same location
the temperature next to the machine sensor.
thatfor
type
capacity.
can beofused
all and
the other
machines
To achieve a proper calibration, the calibrationmachines
of that type and capacity.
probe has to be placed at a location which
is consistently within 0.2°F points of the air
temperature at the machine probe. Without
doubt, a position next to the machine probe
will give the best accuracy. Unfortunately,
some calibration devices have very short
cables and simply will not reach to the
machine probe from outside the setter door.
In situations like this, if it is not possible
to find a close location, the only way to
achieve a satisfactory calibration reading
is to look for a reachable position which

Figure 1 A hole drilled in the door and protected with
a metal plate allows the insertion of the calibration
probe close to the temperature sensor.

A hole drilled in the door and protected with a metal pl
insertion of the calibration probe close to the tempe
20
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right beside
lermaldehyde
if the probe
is a difficult disinfectant to replace. It is very effective
this reason,
to just inside
gainst
a wide range of micro-organisms; it forms a dry gas so does
temperature
ote sensor.
wet the egg surface; and it is harmless to the paused embryo in the
to be placed
rtile
hatching egg. It is also cheap. However, a variety of alternative
he air Assessing alternative
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not reach to
ny
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needs
to give aWhen
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of the
ons alternative
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this, if eggs
you start to thinkkill
about
existing
need to have
the shell
differences between flocks, between egg
achieve surface
a
disinfected at some point
icro-organisms
on the shell surface,collections
ideallythrough
without
wetting
the egg
the day,
egg storage
positionbetween
which the farm and the hatchery.
conditions and even individual incubators, it is
is good to
practice
often aenough
legal
sensor(s).
that the trials
will need
to be carefully
notobvious
to damage
the
cuticle
covering
ell.
ItThis
needs
be and
gentle

TIP 17

requirement. Traditionally this was done using

designed, will need to take account of a lot of

formaldehyde
gas, butno
there
are increasingly
use aopen
lot of eggs.
a
efullyegg
shell – with
cuticle
left the variables
eggs and
areshould
more
to Asinternal
loaded
stringent regulations making its use on farms
starting point, trials should include eggs from
urer’s
and in the hatchery more difficult.
primeto
andbe
old safe
flocks – for
old flocks
ntamination
after treatment – and ityoung,
needs
theareembryo
probably the most vulnerable to mistreatment
and Formaldehyde is a difficult disinfectant to
of any kind. Trials should be repeated, and
replace.
It is very effective against a wide range
side
the
ir leakage.
Foregg.
they should be designed to equalise the

of micro-organisms; it forms a dry gas so does
multistage
hatch potential of the eggs going into each
not wet the egg surface; and it is harmless to
treatment. Always have a control treatment,
, the machine
the paused embryo in the fertile hatching egg.
where eggs are given your current standard
It
is
also
cheap.
However,
a
variety
of
alternative
worth
the
hen offered
an
alternative
hatching egg
treatment, always ask
treatment. To set up this sort of trial you could:
disinfectants
are
being
suggested.
he machine
• How
Put alternate
setter
trays from
uestions.
What product
is theneeds
active
ingredient?
is the
treatment
to give
a
accurateAny alternative
every collection into treatments
satisfactory kill rate of the micro-organisms
A or B as they are packed.
ferent on theDoes
shell surface,
ideally without
elivered?
it need
to bewetting
dissolved in
water? What percentage of
• Or compare eggs packed Monday,
ure as next
to shell. It needs to be gentle enough
the egg
and Friday
with those packed
not to damage the cuticle
the egg
oncovering
the egg
shell will Wednesday
it kill? Most
suppliers
will be
e micro-organisms
hine
to run
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.
shell – with no cuticle left the eggs are more
ature. When
• Or even
compare
whole
houses, butwith the
to internal
after treatmentbut may
ble
toopen
answer
allcontamination
these questions,
have
more
trouble
milar (less
thanit needs to be safe for the embryo
switch the treatments at intervals
– and
so each house is its own control.
inside the egg.one. “This product kills bacteria
the calibration
ost
important
on the egg shell – can
Aim
to
use at least 2,000 eggs per treatment
the bestWhen offered an alternative hatching egg
per run, and
to repeatthe
each egg
comparison
at
u allprove
to me
that
it won’t
kill
inside
shell?”
always
ask questions.
What
is the embryo
or
thetreatment,
other
least 10 times over a range of flock ages.
the active ingredient? How is the treatment
delivered? Does it need to be dissolved
in water? What percentage of the microorganisms on the egg shell will it kill? Most
suppliers will be able to answer all these
questions, but may have more trouble with the
most important one. “This product kills bacteria
on the egg shell – can you prove to me that it
won’t kill the embryo inside the egg shell?”

Without this sort of careful comparison, you
will never really know whether the treatment is
giving you results that you expect, has made
things worse or (very rarely) given better
hatch or chick quality.

be confident that the chemical,
the method of application, will
pport good hatchability, you
eed toTosee
trial results
(or run
be confident
that the chemical,
or the
method of application, will support good
hatchability,
you need
see trialto
results
ur own).
When
youtostart
think
(or run your own).
Figure 1 A fumigation cabinet.
bout existing differences
late allows the
etween
between egg
erature sensflocks,
or.
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hatcher. Hatchers with a centrally mounted fan will thro

There are various different fan arrangements in different ma
around the baskets and draw the air back in towards th
hatcher. Hatchers with a centrally mounted fan will throw th
fan. A different design has the fans mounted to push air
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SURE SENSORS

Incubators will usually only work properly if there is an air pressure
gradient between the air inlet and the exhaust. This means that the
rooms and plenums supplying and exhausting air need to operate at the
pressure differential.
incubator suppliersensors
will provide the
Zerocorrect
calibration
ofThepressure
specifications needed for their machines,
and hatchery ventilation systems must
Depending on the make of sensor, and
Incubators will usually only work
then be designed to deliver the requiredfollowing the manufacturer’s directions either:
properly if there is an air pressure
pressures.
room staticthe
gradient between
air inletOnce in service, • Press and hold the ‘zero’
air spaces will need to be monitored with
switch for about 4-5 seconds.
and the exhaust.
Incubators
willsensors,
usually only
workthe
properly
if there
is an
airjumper
pressure
suitable
pressure
so
that
air
•
Or set
the
for zero calibration
This means that the rooms and plenums
gradient
between
the
air
inlet
and
the
exhaust.
This
means
that for
the 4-5 seconds.
option
and
hold
can beair
corrected
supplying pressure
and exhausting
need to as necessary
rooms pressure
and plenums
supplying and exhaustingOrairturn
needthe
to screw
operateuntil
at the
f there isoperate
an air pressure
aton
theacorrect
continuous
basisdifferential.
(right). The incubator• supplier
correctwill
pressure
differential.
will provide
the display
showsthe
zero.
The
incubator
supplier
provide
the
aust. This means that thespecifications needed for their machines,
• Or if the sensor has a setup menu,
specifications needed for their machines,
ting air and
needhatchery
to operate
at
There
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two
waysventilation
to calibrate
pressure
The
oneinstructions
is to do to
follow
thefirst
menu
andthe
hatchery
must sensors.
ventilation
systems
mustsystems
make
the
reading
zero.
supplierthen
willbe
provide
the
designed
to
deliver
the
required
then
be
designed
to
deliver
the
required
a full range calibration (Span) which includes the zero and extremes of
room static pressures.
Once in This
service,
roomcovered
static pressures.
The zero
pointsome
should
now be set and, if a
the range
by the sensor.
method
needs
special
display is present, the display will read zero.
air
spaces
will
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to
be
monitored
with
Once
in
service,
air
equipment and procedures and is therefore not always possible to
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need tosobe
suitable
pressure
that the A
airzero calibration should be performed at
apply under
hatchery
conditions.
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is to apply
only a environment
least once
a month.
The hatchery
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with suitable
pressure
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is potentially
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one, with
zero calibration.
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at
neutral
pressure
sensors,
so
on a continuous basis (right).
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TIP 20
Balancing a set in single stage setters
Although the optimal eggshell
temperature for maximum hatch and
chick quality is in the range 37.8-38.3°C
(or 100-101°F), it is not always easy
to keep within this range in
a commercial setter.
One of the most common causes of uneven
temperatures is when the eggs are loaded into
the setter without allowing for differences in
their potential heat output or when gaps in the
set allow air to short circuit the optimal path.
Nowadays, more and more hatcheries install
enormous setters, to save space and cost.
Depending on the make, there will be one
air temperature sensor in each setter or in
each sub-section of it. In principle, the sensor
controls heating and cooling to keep the air
temperature within the machine set-points and
keep eggshell temperature within the optimal
range. For this to work properly embryo
heat production needs to be spread evenly
throughout the setter and all the eggs affected
by a temperature sensor should be of similar
size and fertility. Unfortunately in the real world
parent flock sizes are often variable and never
match the setter capacities available. A large
setter will have to be filled using eggs from
more than one parent flocks, or sometimes run
partially full. If not managed carefully, it is very
easy to create an unbalanced loading pattern.
The heat output of a batch of eggs will
depend on several factors. It is important to
take these into account when deciding where
to put each batch of eggs in a large setter.
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•

Egg size. Large eggs produce
large embryos, which produce
more total heat per egg.

•

Flock age. Eggs from flocks under 30
weeks tend to produce less heat per egg
than would be expected for their size.
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•

Fertility. There are more eggs with
live embryos when fertility is higher.
If a flock is more fertile, heat production
per 1,000 eggs will be higher.

Unbalanced egg loading in the setter may
exaggerate variability in eggshell temperature
(especially after 12 days of incubation) and
consequently widen the hatch window
and cause poor chick quality.
Embryo (eggshell) temperature will be cooler
where eggs have a lower heat production and
these chicks will hatch later and some of them
may be culled because they are still wet and
lethargic at take-off.
Embryo temperature will be hotter where
eggs have a higher heat production causing
chicks to hatch earlier, with some of them
getting dehydrated before pulling. If eggshell
temperature goes to a very high level, 103°F
or above, hatchability and chick quality will
be depressed.
Here are some tips to balance
egg loading in the setter:
•

As a good start, follow the
recommendations from the
incubator manufacturers.

•

When you have to mix egg sources
in a setter, always choose the ones from
similar flock ages and with similar fertility.

•

Put eggs closest to average next
to the temperature sensors.

•

When you can not completely fill a setter,
always set the eggs in a pattern which will
not change the normal air flow or cause
short-cuts of air flow in the setter. Fill any
gaps with empty trays or trollies.

•

Always check eggshell temperature
and its evenness if you try a new
egg loading pattern.
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TIP 21
Check hatching egg quality with UV light
Hatching egg quality has a significant
impact on hatchability and chick quality.

Some examples of problem eggs are
shown below, with the cause identified:

Not every problem with the egg shell can
be seen with the naked eye, but a device in
your pocket can help you go beyond that
biological limit. A UV flash light can be an
invaluable tool to help identify egg shell
hygiene issues.
Many hatcheries receive only a limited
history of the eggs delivered from the farms.
However, wiped, washed, scraped or otherwise
cleaned eggs can cause serious contamination
issues in a hatchery.

Figure 1
Floor egg.

Figure 2
Dirty egg.

Figure 3 Poor
spray sanitation.

Figure 4
Scraping.

Even when eggs are put through selection
and grading on arrival, some problematic
eggs can still go undetected on a simple
visual assessment. If we can find these
eggs, segregating and setting them in
a separate incubator or at least setting
them in the bottom trays, can help a lot
to avoid contamination.
A UV flashlight can be used to identify:
•

Washed eggs

•

Sprayed eggs

•

Wiped eggs

•

Scraped/physically cleaned eggs

•

Dirty/floor eggs

Using a UV light is very easy. A pocket size UV
torch with 395nm wavelength is sufficient to
identify the main issues, but a UV365nm with
a black filter is optimal. You do need a dark
environment when doing an investigation.
Direct the UV light source on the eggs
and try to find shiny and different
looking eggs.
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Avoid looking into the UV light directly;
this can cause serious eye damage. Just like
any other type of UV lights, LED UV light
sources have a finite life span. Change the
torch when it becomes difficult to see the
colour differences.
If a monitoring system is set up to do
regular random checks for all flocks, the
information generated can provide a timely
feedback or warning to increase the focus
on egg selection on farm.
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TIP 22
What is the best temperature
for storing eggs?
Most hatchery planners aim to keep egg
age under 7 days at set. However, even
in broiler hatcheries this is not always
easy, or even possible.
You may need to build up numbers so that
a single broiler unit can be filled using eggs
from only one breeder flock, order sizes
may not be exactly even day to day or
there may be a general slowdown in the
market for seasonal or other reasons. Most
advice on egg storage conditions suggests
that the temperature should be adjusted
dynamically depending on the average egg
age. However, in practice the advice is seen
as too complicated and is rarely followed.
Consequently, in many operations egg
storage temperature stays firmly at 17-18°C,
no matter what the egg age.
In fact, the best advice is that egg store
temperature should always be adjusted
downwards to be optimal for the oldest eggs.
Fresh eggs hatch just as well stored at colder
temperatures, but older eggs suffer badly if
the egg store is held too warm. The only thing
you need to watch out for is the possibility
of condensation when moving eggs from the
cold egg store into the setter rooms.
Keeping eggs which need to be stored for
longer at a lower temperature slows down
the physical deterioration to the albumen and
yolk membranes which are needed to support
the best hatchability. The embryo will also be
affected by both storage time and storage
temperature, and colder storage slows down
the rate of deterioration in the embryo as well.
A recent collaborative study between Aviagen
and Ankara University investigated the effect
of storage temperature on hatchability in
eggs stored for 14 days, as part of a larger
investigation into how SPIDES treatments
interacted with storage temperatures.
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In the study, covering young, prime and old
grandparent flocks, hatchability was much
better when 14-day-old eggs were stored at
15°C rather than 18°C. More unexpectedly, eggs
stored at 12°C hatched no better than those
stored at 15°C. The hatchery where the trials
were done is unusual in having three separately
controlled egg stores, so it was possible to run
comparisons of the three storage temperatures
simultaneously which gave a very robust
comparison of the three storage temperatures.
The trial was repeated over four batches
of eggs, from young, prime and old flocks.
The graph below shows how eggs stored at
18°C hatched worse than those stored at 15°C
by an average of 4.4% over 4 comparisons
covering young, prime and older flock ages.
In contrast, when hatch of eggs stored at 12°C
was compared with hatch of eggs stored at
15°C, there was no overall improvement.
Our conclusion from these trials was that
unless eggs are only being set when very
fresh (no more than 4 days old) it is probably
better to run egg stores at 15°C rather
than 18°C. When setting eggs within the
hatchery condensation is unlikely to be a
problem following storage at 15°C, but if you
are worried check the dew point table in
Investigating Hatchery Practice to make sure.
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TIP 23
Egg yolk mottling
Levels of mottling in egg yolks seem
to be quite high at the moment.
Mottling is something that is often identified
when there are reports of high levels of very
early dead embryos, or particularly poor hatch
after egg storage longer than 4-5 days.
Opening candled clear eggs shows that
there is very little embryo development.
But unlike infertile eggs, often the yolk
membrane has broken and the yolk is mingled
with the albumen. Examining fresh eggs
usually shows that fertility is normal for the
flock age, but that the yolk surface looks
different – there are areas of the yolk that
look translucent in mild cases (Figure 1) but
a tan color in more severe ones (Figure 2).
This is due to changes in the membrane
around the yolk which allow water to collect
between the layers. This makes the yolk
more fragile, and less able to support
normal embryo development.
It is normal to see some mottling, which
will get worse as eggs age. It will not
necessarily be easy to see in fresh eggs on
the breeder farm. However, if the incidence of
candled clear eggs is higher than expected
and fertility is normal, it is worth checking
eggs carefully for mottling.
Mottling can be caused by a variety of factors
affecting the breeder hens. One of the best
known is contamination of the feed with
Nicarbazine (or an anticoccidial containing
Nicarbazine). Wormers such as Piperazine
can cause mottling, as can gossypol from
cottonseed meal (above 0.005%) or tannins
from sorghum (above 1%).
Yolk mottling also tends to be high in years
where fungal diseases in wheat and maize
cause a high or erratic mycotoxin burden
in finished feed.
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Management factors which put the birds
under stress can also cause them to lay
eggs with mottled yolks. Over mating is a
surprisingly common cause – which tends to
escalate if the candled clears are perceived to
be due to poor fertility, triggering early or over
generous spiking. The bird handling necessary
for taking blood or swab samples can also
cause a rise in mottling.
Sometimes the cause of mottling is not
immediately obvious. In this case, a review
of the feed formulation and raw materials
in the feed mill will be helpful, along with
a review of the birds’ behavior. This should
include periods of observation in the house,
watching the birds feeding, selecting nests
to lay in and during peak mating times.

Figure 1

Figure 2
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TIP 24
Mantain the fans in your
setters and hatchers
Incubators sold by the various
manufacturers have a range
of fan designs.

Regular maintenance should be set up to check:

Incubators sold by the various manufacturers
have a range of fan designs. However, the fans
all have the same function, which is to move
fresh air into the cabinet, and to provide an
airflow pattern within the filled cabinet which
is balanced and of sufficient airspeed over all
of the eggs or chicks to keep them at their
optimal temperature. Regular and effective
maintenance is crucial if the fans are to deliver
the right amount of air in the right places and at
the right speed. There are several aspects of fan
set up, wear and (lack of) maintenance which
will cause the fans to need attention. Fan blade
damage – if the fans are bent or dented, they
will not deliver optimal airflow. Damaged blades
should be replaced as soon as possible.
Fan positioning is important, and problems
can be seen after a fan has been replaced if
it is not positioned correctly. This is especially
important when the fan needs to be mounted
in a fan housing. The fan must be mounted at
the correct height within the housing, so that
the air can only move in the desired direction.
If the fan is mounted slightly above the housing,
air will tend to escape to the sides. The fan
must always be mounted centrally within the
housing – if it is offset then a ‘blow-by’ effect
can be caused, where some air is sucked back
away from the desired airflow. Make sure
that the fan is pushing the air in the correct
direction. Fan speeds need to be checked
regularly using a suitable tachometer.
Figure 1 Clean fan
blades, well centred
fan and correct height.
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1. Belt tension – too loose and the rubber belt
will slip on the metal pulley – listen for a
squeal on start up. This can cause the fan to
slow down. If the belt is too tight it will grind
into the pulley and wear out more quickly.
2. Pulley size, condition and alignment
– a worn pulley should be replaced using
one of the same size. Once in place, the fan
belt should sit in the pulley groove, with its
top surface level with the edge. If the belt
sits proud or inset, either it is worn, or the
wrong belt is being used. Make sure that
the pulleys are in a straight line.
3. Belt worn out – fan belts tend to become
brittle, glazed or cracked. Belts are relatively
cheap, so replace them regularly as part
of a preventative maintenance programme.
4. The rating of the fan motor – when
replacing a failed or failing motor, make sure
that it has the correct specification to be an
exact replacement. Check that the voltage
supplied to the new fan is correct.

Fan cleanliness – especially in multistage
machines and hatchers dust, dirt and chick
fluff can settle on and stick to the fan blade
edges, making them less efficient. This should
be cleaned off regularly. If the water used for
humidification has a high mineral content, a
hard residue can form on the fan blades, again
making them less efficient. The residue should
be removed carefully, making sure that the
blade is not deformed in the process.

Figure 2 Incorrect
fan belt sitting low
in the pulley.

Figure 3
Worn fan belt.
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TIP 25
Be careful when you change
To different fans in an incubator
One fundamental factor for hatching
good quality chicks is having the
correct eggshell temperature (EST)
throughout incubation.
The incubator is set up to control air
temperature, which is not the same as EST.
Two factors make the two temperatures
diverge –the heat production of the embryos
as they grow and develop, and the ability of
the air moving through the machine to take
up and remove surplus heat. Embryo heat
production increases rapidly after 10 days of
incubation and then plateaus briefly at 17-18
days of incubation at around 138mW/egg.
Air movement within the setter plays an
important role in removing surplus heat from
around the eggs, its effectiveness driven
mostly by air speed between the setter trays.
In reality, air speed varies within the setter.
Eggs located in a position with low air speed,
will have higher eggshell temperature in the
last week of incubation than eggs located
where air speed is higher. It can be a big
challenge to achieve even air speed (and
hence eggshell temperature) in the setters
in many hatcheries.
A possible way to get more uniform air
speed in the setter could be by replacing
existing fans with stronger ones or simply
by speeding up the existing fans. Average air
speed in the setter will be increased by either
modification. But in making the change to
the fan speed, air speed within the incubator
may become even less uniform.
In a European hatchery with fixed-rack
multi-stage incubators, the manager was
not satisfied with eggshell temperature and
its uniformity. She thought that the original
propeller fans were not strong enough to
deliver the air all the way down to the floor.
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In trial machines, the fans were replaced with
stronger axial fans. To everyone’s surprise,
they saw no improvements in chick quality
and hatchability. In fact, the stronger fans made
things worse: the machine became too cold at
floor level and too hot higher up. During the
experiment, air speed in the two trial setters
was measured with a hot-wire anemometer
and eggshell temperature was measured with
Tiny Tag temperature loggers. The new fans
increased air speed by an average of 0.5m/s.
However, the average EST increased, with the
hottest area moving from the bottom of the
machine to the top.
The EST area plots show that despite the higher
air speed, the average EST was higher, with
more eggs falling into the band above 102F
which is where problems of quality may be
expected to start. In a setter, air doesn’t always
take the route we expect. Setting pattern, egg
size and even turning angle can affect airflow
– air always goes by the easiest route where
there are fewer or no obstacles. On the other
hand, resistance increases as air speed goes up
and this relationship is not linear. So, the airflow
pattern in the setter can be very tricky. When we
try to change ventilation inside of the setter, we
should always evaluate the change by checking
how actual eggshell temperature changes.
Information about how to measure eggshell
temperatures can be found in Aviagen Hatchery
How To No. 6.
Day-17 EST Distribution in the Setter

Original fans
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New fans
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TIP 26
Analyzing egg handling with
a thermal imaging camera
Thermal imaging cameras used to
be large, heavy and very expensive.
In the last few years smaller, much
more affordable versions have become
available, often as attachments
for a mobile phone.
This has opened up new possibilities for
investigating egg handling and holding
conditions. Allowing hatching eggs to cool
down promptly and evenly, and to stay
cool, is very important if the eggs are to
hatch well. Starting when eggs are collected
from the nests, we need to make sure that
embryo development is completely paused.
Do we really know if all our fertile eggs are
kept under ideal conditions? There may be
thermometers or temperature sensors in a
farm egg room or hatchery egg room that
indicate temperatures in a limited number
of locations, but we don’t get a full picture
of the thermal environment to which the
eggs are exposed. Nor can we see how the
cooling eggs interact with the environment.
Thermal imaging has proved to be a valuable
tool for investigating not only the environment
where the eggs are stored but also egg
temperature in different locations within
the trolley, egg boxes or pallet.
All objects emit infrared radiation (heat)
that is invisible to the human eye, but can
be captured by the thermal imaging camera.
The camera software then converts the
temperature into colors depending on the
surface temperature. The final result is a
picture where each color represents a specific
temperature. Thermal imaging can be used
to audit eggs handling practice and conditions
in farms and hatchery egg stores.
Figure 1 shows uneven temperatures in
between the eggs in a farm storage room.
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The dark blue spots show the coldest eggs,
while the orange eggs are still warm. In this case
we can see that very warm eggs are brought
inside the room and are being stacked on the
top of eggs that are already cold, which can be
a problem – each additional layer of warm eggs
will re-heat the eggs that have already cooled
down. Just looking at the egg room (Figure 2)
and the read out of the room thermometer,
we would not be aware that the situation is
occurring and the problem would only be
detected when pre- incubation is seen when
opening fresh eggs.
Thermal imaging can also be useful to show
if the eggs are being boxed while they are still
warm, which can also cause pre-incubation in
the farm or during transport. Eggs should always
be allowed to cool down before being boxed
into cardboard boxes. Cardboard is an effective
thermal insulator and will slow cooling of the eggs
if they are put into the boxes still warm. Figure 3
shows eggs that weren’t allowed to cool down
before being boxed. They arrived in the hatchery
still warm. In the hatchery, the thermal imaging
camera can be used to check that a delivery of
eggs is at the correct temperature, and that all the
eggs in the delivery are of a uniform temperature.
Getting this stage right gives a better hatchability,
because all the embryos will be properly cooled
at the same time. It will also minimize the hatch
spread within a batch of eggs.

Figure 1 Thermal imaging of farm storage room.
Figure 2 Normal imaging of farm storage room.
Figure 3 Eggs still warm when arrived in the
hatchery egg room after transport.
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TIP 27
Are you measuring and calculating
your chick yield correctly?
Most commercial hatcheries nowadays
measure and use chick yield as a Key
Performance Indicator (KPI) to evaluate
both hatch timing and incubation.
But the big question is: Are you
recording your chick yield correctly?
Chick yield is the average weight of the chicks
at pull, expressed as a percentage of the
average egg weight at set. It tells you when
the eggs are losing enough water during
incubation, and also whether the chicks are
being pulled at the right time at the end of
the hatcher period. It is usually measured on
sample trays – two or three trays per farm per
set – and the full procedure is described in
Hatchery How To Measure Chick Yield which
is available on the Aviagen website.
It is worth auditing the procedure in your
hatchery regularly to make sure that the
method being used is correct, and has not
drifted over time, or with changes in staff.
At the start: The fresh egg weight is based on
the average weight of the eggs on a full setter
tray. The empty tray weight must be measured
and recorded, and subtracted from the full
tray weight every single time.
Even in a new hatchery, tray weights will
vary; and, once they have been topped up
to replace damaged units, it is highly likely
that there will be between-tray differences in
weight. Check the eggs on the sample trays
before they are weighed, including a quick
pass over a candling table.

Remove and replace any dirty eggs, any with
abnormal shells and any broken or hairlinecracked eggs before the full tray is weighed.
When setting these trays, make sure to place
them in different representative locations
in the setter, distributed top to bottom and
front to back of the incubator. Record setter
number and location.
At Transfer: When transferring, make
sure to move the labels correctly to each
hatcher basket so that the final chick weight
can be associated with the correct initial
egg tray weight.
At Hatch: Chicks should be weighed
immediately after they are removed from the
hatcher. Before weighing any chicks, place an
empty chick box on the scales and zero (tare)
the display. Skipping this step will give an
artificially high chick weight. It is important to
count all the first class chicks from each labeled
hatch basket into the empty box one group at
a time. Record the number of chicks and the
weight. Don’t weigh cull chicks as they will not
be typical of first class chicks on the tray, and
so will affect the average weight.
Record all the background details
on a spreadsheet, along with the weights
and calculated yield. This will allow you to
check which machines are delivering the best
chick yield, and to focus attention on the
machines which need adjustment.
CALCULATE AVERAGE CHICK WEIGHT FOR EACH TRAY:
Average Chick Weight = All Chicks weight in the box
Number of chicks in the box

CALCULATE AVERAGE FRESH EGG WEIGHT:
Avg fresh
egg weight

=

weight of full
egg trays

-

weight of
empty trays

CALCULATE CHICK YIELD %:
Chick Yield% = Average Chick Weight x 100

Number of eggs in tray
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Average Fresh Egg Weight
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TIP 28
If you are heat treating stored eggs
to improve hatchability (SPIDES), how
long should the eggs be kept warm?
Aviagen’s early SPIDES trials were
aimed at defining the safe limits for
heat treating eggs during storage
– how long, how often and how
hot the treatments should be.
In these trials, we held eggs for 21 days, and
gave up to 5 treatments during the storage
period. We found that in this situation,
individual treatments were best kept
as short as possible.
If we pushed the length and number of
treatments too far, hatchability got worse.
Chart 1 shows the percentage of lost hatch
that was recovered after different treatment
combinations, compared in terms of the
cumulative time the egg shell temperature
was held above 32°C (EST>32°C).
We showed that hatch recovery was achieved
in any treatments where the cumulative time
above 32°C was between 6 and 24 hours,
but that the optimum effect was seen when
the cumulative time was between 6 and 14
hours. There was a steady deterioration in the
hatchability recovered for treatments above
15 hours, which dropped to no benefit when
EST >32°C was over 26 hours and almost
complete hatch failure when the cumulative
treatment time was 39 hours.
The trial summarised in Chart 1 does not
show what impact, if any, there might be in
further shortening the cumulative exposure
time from 6 hours. However, some recent trials
which were performed in collaboration with
Prof Okan Elibol at the University of Ankara
have shown that shorter treatment times can
also be suboptimal. These trials were done
using a Petersime® Restore cabinet, and
a storage period of 14 days.
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The eggs were treated once only, on the 5th
day of storage, and were given either 3.5 or
5.5 hours above 32°C EST. There were three
repetitions, using eggs from flock ages of
37, 54 and 55 weeks. There was no fresh egg
control in these trials; so it was not possible
to calculate how much hatch was lost due
to storage, or the percentage recovery.
However, in each of the three comparisons,
a single exposure of 5-5.5 hours gave
a higher hatchability than the shorter
exposure of 3-3.5 hours.
When designing a SPIDES programme, for
optimal results the treatment should be set
up so that the cumulative EST >32°C is
between 5 and 14 hours.

Chart 1 Percentage of lost hatchability
due to storage recovered after
multiple SPIDES treatments.

Figure 1
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TIP 29
Chick weight loss post
pull – what is normal?
Hatching egg quality has a significant
impact on hatchability and chick quality.
Chicks have a natural powerful robust
provision when they hatch, the yolk reserve,
which keeps them well supplied with food
and water for a number of days until they
start consuming feed and drinking water
for themselves.
After chicks hatch it is normal for them to lose
some weight. Some of that loss will be due to
the residual yolk being used up, some will be
meconium passed through the vent and some
will be moisture loss as they breathe.
If the interval and the environment
between take-off and placement on farm
are good, then the weight loss is likely to
be very small.
However, it is useful to have some idea
of what is normal weight loss when assessing
situations where things have not gone
as planned.
Water vapour in exhaled air
0.05g per hour

Residual yolk approx. 3.5g at hatch,
utilised at about 0.06g per hour

Meconium from gut
0.5- 1.0 g soon after hatch

Figure 1 Sources of weight
loss in the hatchling chick.
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Recently, we compared weight losses of
hatchling chicks across two trials. In the first,
the chicks were removed from the hatcher
within 6 hours of emergence, and kept for
24 hours in a climate respiration chamber held
at 91.4°F (33.3°C) and 40-60%RH.
In the second, the chicks were pulled at
the end of the hatcher period after approx.
504 hours incubation and held in chick boxes
in the hatchery, also for 24 hours. Hourly
weight loss over the 24 hours post hatch
was 0.11g in both trials.
In summary, Figure 1 shows the normal
losses under optimal environmental conditions
which keep the chicks comfortable: around
0.05 g/hour water vapourisation in exhaled
air. Furthermore, the meconium will leave
the gut soon after hatch, which means
a loss of about 1 g.
Then, in addition, chicks have in their yolk sac
residual yolk of about 3.5 g at hatch, which
will be used at a rate of about 0.06 g per hour.
After 24 hours, the chicks had lost between
9 and 10% of their weight at take-off.
In the field, under less optimal holding
conditions, higher weight losses in 24 hours
are often observed. This is especially common
if the chick holding area is too hot. Chicks will
start panting, a common mechanism to get
rid of surplus heat, if their vent temperature
reaches 105°F (40.5 °C).
Panting chicks will lose more weight
and this is probably one of the factors
causing dehydrated chicks when they
are observed in the field.
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TIP 30
How to calibrate and use temperature
readings taken with tiny tag loggers
Over the last 20 years, the importance
of controlling embryo temperature, as
indicated by egg surface temperatures
(EST), has become well understood.
It is now very simple to
record EST, using miniature
data loggers with an external
flexible thermistor probe
such as the Tinytag made
by Gemini Data Loggers
(https://www.geminidataloggers.com/
data-loggers/tinytag-talk-2/tk-4023).
The Aviagen Hatchery How Tos No. 3
and No. 6 describe how to measure egg shell
temperature, and where best to place the
probes in different types of machine.
Temperature loggers will save records of
EST within a setter, the data can be analyzed
and displayed in different ways and the record
can cover the entire time eggs are in the setter.

Their unit cost is low enough that several
can be set up in a machine, to assess
temperature variability.
Their main disadvantages are that the
loggers cannot be read in real time
(newer models can be read in real time
through a wifi or radio link, but they are
more expensive), the records are accurate
only to 0.5°C and the probes cannot
be recalibrated by the user.
However, there is a way to check
a batch of loggers so that differences
between loggers can be identified
and corrected as necessary.
Checking between-logger variability
Tiny tags do not have a calibration option.
However it is possible to check the variability
of readings obtained within a batch of
loggers, and correct the temperatures
recorded using a simple excel calculation.

Figure 1
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1

2

3

4

5

6

1

26/07/2016 09:05:01

99.367 OF

100.075 OF

99.863 OF

100.115 OF

99.971 OF

99.247 OF

2

26/07/2016 09:05:06

99.367 OF

100.072 OF

99.857 OF

100.112 OF

99.965 OF

99.253 OF

3

26/07/2016 09:05:11

99.367 OF

100.072 OF

99.851 OF

100.115 OF

99.958 OF

99.259 OF

4

26/07/2016 09:05:16

99.367 OF

100.072 OF

99.845 OF

100.115 OF

99.955 OF

99.265 OF

5

26/07/2016 09:05:21

99.370 OF

100.069 OF

99.835 OF

100.112 OF

99.949 OF

99.272 OF

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

355

26/07/2016 09:34:31

99.312 OF

100.072 OF

99.675 OF

100.140 OF

99.900 OF

99.259 OF

356

26/07/2016 09:34:36

99.305 OF

100.069 OF

99.685 OF

100.121 OF

99.894 OF

99.250 OF

357

26/07/2016 09:34:41

99.296 OF

100.069 OF

99.688 OF

100.106 OF

99.885 OF

99.238 OF

358

26/07/2016 09:34:46

99.287 OF

100.066 OF

99.691 OF

100.088 OF

99.878 OF

99.222 OF

359

26/07/2016 09:34:51

99.275 OF

100.063 OF

99.694 OF

100.069 OF

99.872 OF

99.204 OF

360

26/07/2016 09:34:56

99.262 OF

100.063 OF

99.694 OF

100.054 OF

99.866 OF

99.182 OF

99.802 OF

100.097 OF

99.717 OF

100.164 OF

99.934 OF

99.223 OF

0.295

-0.075

0.362

0.132

-0.519

Average of all loggers

99.825 OF

Corrections

0.000

*Probe 1 is the closest to average

For this purpose:
•

Identify each thermistor/
logger with a number

•

Hold all the thermistors together using
adhesive tape and place them into a
setter containing day 2 – 4 day eggs
for at least an hour as shown in Figure 1.

•

Download and export the data
from all the loggers into Excel

•

Calculate the average temperature
readings of the last 30 minutes
for each logger

•

Take one logger as the reference
(the one closest to the average) and
calculate how much each of the others
loggers differ from this reference probe.
Install the loggers in a setter for a full
run, following the methods described
in How Tos 3 and 6

•

As an example, in the chart below, sensors
were placed at the top and bottom of trollies
at the back and front of the machine, to the
left and right of the central fan. Temperatures
for each 24 hour period have been averaged,
to remove temporary blips during machine
checks and variability due to egg turning.
The red line shows the air temperature at
the sensor, which was warmer than the EST
readings until 6 days, and cooler after 12 days.
At 17 days:
•

EST at the right hand side of the
machine was warmer than at the left
(101.5°F vs 100.6°F)

•

The front of the machine was cooler
than the back (100.6°F vs 101.5°F)

After completing the run, apply
corrections to each logger before
any further analysis

Once corrected, the EST values can
be plotted versus time, to show where
hot and cool spots lie within the
machine, and also how temperatures
change and become more variable
during incubation.
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TIP 31
Use water loss data to
assess setter function
The water loss of hatching eggs will
affect hatchability and chick quality.
The ideal weight loss from 0-18 days is
between 10.5-12.5%. The main factor affecting
incubation water loss is the humidity of
the air in the setter.
Most hatcheries monitor water loss and
use it as an effective management tool
to fine tune setter humidity programmes.
But sometimes, the water loss varies
between machines or in different
hatches over time, even when the setters
are all running with the same humidity
programmes and set-points.
When this sort of variability is seen, it is usually
because the humidity levels achieved in the
setter have been affected by factors such as
the humidity of the fresh air coming in to the
setter, its ventilation rate or the functionality
of the humidifier inside the machine. If one of
these factors has changed even slightly, or is
not working properly, water loss may change.
So we can also use water loss data to
assess the functioning of a hatchery.

2. A different hatchery, again in a temperate
climate. This hatchery had four setter
rooms. Room 1 held setters 1-6, room
2 setters 7-12, room 3 setters 15-19
and room 4 setters 20-24. Setter rooms
1 and 3 shared one exhaust plenum.
Setter rooms 2 and 4 shared another
one. After the exhaust fan was changed
on the plenum for setter rooms 2 and
4, incubators in these two rooms were
ventilated more than the others, causing
relative humidity to be lower and as
a result the eggs lost more weight
(see Chart 2).
3. A third hatchery, located in a hard water
area. Water for humidification was taken
directly from the tap. In Setter No.6,
the nozzles were blocked due to the
hard water (see Figure 1). As a result,
incubation humidity was lower and the
eggs lost much more water (See Chart 3).
The three examples in this tip show how
the local environment can affect humidity
in different parts of the hatchery. If the
issues are not identified and corrected,
water loss will not be in the optimum
range, and hatchability and chick
quality will suffer.

Here are some examples:
1. This was in a hatchery located in a
temperate climate. The air supply to
the setters was not humidity controlled.
But warm air in the summer can hold
more moisture, so actual incubation
humidity is much higher and the eggs
lose less weight (see Chart 1).

Figure 1 Blocked spray nozzles in setter No.6
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TIP 32
How to calculate water loss correctly
Correct egg water loss during
incubation is important for
hatchability and chick quality.

Although the calculation by itself is simple,
there are some important points to be aware
of for the accuracy of calculations;

Water loss is controlled by incubator humidity
and critical to correct measurement of egg
water loss is the correct calculation.
Water loss is the average weight of the eggs
at transfer expressed as a percentage of
the average egg weight at set. It is usually
measured on 3 sample incubator trays from
each breeder flock in each set. Trays should
be placed in the incubator so that one is
positioned near the top, one near the middle
and one near the bottom of the incubator
rack. The full procedure is described in
Hatchery How To Measure Egg Water Loss,
which is available on the Aviagen website.
Based on the procedure, water
loss can be calculated as;
%
Water

Full tray weight at set –
Full tray weight at transfer
Full tray weight at set –
Empty tray weight

Do not use a standardized weight for
the empty trays. Setter tray weight
can differentiate depending on tray
production lots, quality of materials,
degradation over time etc. To have an
accurate result, empty trays must be
weighed for every tray of eggs.

•

Do not include dirty eggs with abnormal
shells and broken or hairline-cracked
eggs. These eggs will lose more water
and consequently show higher water
loss than normal.

•

If egg transfer is not done at 18 days,
the calculated water loss needs to be
corrected to 18 days for accuracy and
appropriate quality control.

Example: Eggs are transferred at 19 days
and water loss is 12.5%. Water loss corrected
to 18 days can be calculated as;
x 100

If incubated correctly, eggs lose on average
10.5-12.5% of their weight by transfer at 18 days.

( )
12.5

× 18 = 11.8%

19

•

During storage hatching eggs will
lose about 0.5% per week and this number
should be included in the total loss at
transfer. For example: If the eggs lose
11.8% between setting and transfer
(18 days) but are stored for one week
before setting, the total moisture loss
between laying and transfer will be
11.8 + 0.5 = 12.3%.

Egg water loss measurement has been
implemented in most commercial hatcheries
as a powerful tool of quality control for the
incubation process. In order to have good
information, correct calculation is critical to
obtain accurate results.

Figure 1
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TIP 33
Checking fresh eggs for
unwanted embryo development
The best way to look after hatching
eggs is to collect them from the nests
as often as possible (ideally 4-5 times
per day), disinfect the shell surfaces,
let them cool evenly and slowly and
then hold them at around 15°C until
they are placed in the setter.
It is especially important to keep the eggs
below physiological zero – the temperature
above which embryo development is possible.
When eggs cool unevenly, some of them
will develop a lot further than others.
After 18 days of incubation this range will
be enough to widen the hatch window
significantly, with the quality of the earliest
hatching chicks suffering accordingly.
Eggs held at temperatures which fluctuate
around 20-24°C will show distinct signs of
embryo development which if allowed persist
for too long will give higher levels of early
embryo mortality.

At a biological level, it can be helpful to look
at the embryos directly, using hatching eggs
from the flock of interest. (Don’t use floor
or cull eggs – they will have been held under
different conditions to the hatching eggs).
This can be done as a one-off, or more usefully
as part of a regular sampling program. The
work must be done in an area with good
bright light. Label each egg to show date,
flock and location it was taken from. Use
forceps to make a small opening
at the very top of the large end of the egg.
Remove the shell and membranes around
the hole, to expose the germinal disc without
damaging it (the yolk will always float so
that the germinal disc is at the top, so will
be easy to find.)
Check that the egg was fertile (Hatchery
How to 4) and sort the fertile embryos
into order of size.

There are several ways to check egg-holding
temperatures using simple technology.
A max-min thermometer, read once a day
and the results plotted manually on a daily
graph will tell you if the storage room is
suitably insulated, cooled and heated
for the local climate.
Data loggers such as Tinytags can measure
egg shell temperature at any point in the
egg mass, highlighting temperature
fluctuations over time.
Several loggers, suitably located, will
show if the room conditions are uneven.
A cheap thermal imaging add-on for
a smart phone will show hot and cold
spots within the egg store.

Hatchery Tips

Figure 1 Appearance of a normal embryo
when the egg is laid and cooled promptly.
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TIP 33 CONTINUED...

Embryo development takes place for 24 hours
after fertilization as the egg forms around the
ovum. When the egg is laid there will be
30-60,000 cells in the blastoderm, which
will have reached Stage X of development.
Unmagnified, the embryo will look
like a ring doughnut, with a transparent
area in the middle of the ring – the area
pellucida.
Once the egg is laid, provided that holding
conditions are correct, there should be no
more development.

However, if the rate of cooling is uneven, or
the eggs are held in fluctuating temperatures
then some or all of the embryos will continue
to develop past Stage X.
Some of these embryos had developed past
the stage that they would survive the holding
period, and even those which would be able
to start developing again will develop to
produce a very wide, hatch window.
To stop this pattern being a regular part
of embryo development in your hatchery,
check sample eggs from positions you have
concerns about and correct the problem
as soon as possible.

Figure 2 Eggs opened in the hatchery after uneven
cooling, showing very variable embryonic growth.
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TIP 34
Hitting the chick yield target
The process of converting a fertile
hatching egg into a chick is dependent
on getting several key factors right.
Like some other of the incubation essentials
(especially embryo temperature and moisture
loss to 18 days), chick yield is something of
a Goldilocks trait – the chicks should not be
too dry, nor too wet but just right.
Chick yield is driven not only by incubation
humidity and egg moisture loss but also
by elapsed time in the incubator and it is
important to remember this when considering
the optimal chick yield for an operation,
because chick yield doesn’t only indicate
hydration status, but also maturity. When
chasing chick quality, both are important, and
it is counterproductive to chase higher levels
of hydration while sacrificing maturity.
We advise that chicks should fall into the
band of 10.5-12.5% weight loss to 18 days
and 67-68% chick yield at pull. Observation
of trial hatches has shown that batches of
eggs can be surprisingly good at recovering
from 18 day weight losses which are too high
or too low, ending up with an acceptable
chick yield at hatch. Other batches achieved
perfect 18 day moisture loss, but chick yields
which were well outside target levels.
In a recent investigation, the Aviagen hatchery
team audited hatcheries for a large scale
integration. One of the factors considered
was chick yield, and also the incubation time
normally given at that hatchery (counted
from the setter coming up to temperature
until the chicks were pulled from the hatcher
to be sent to the farm).
The incubators involved covered a huge
range of types, from old multi-stage to
brand new single-stage units.

Hatchery Tips

Each hatchery manager decided what
the incubation time should be, based
upon his own knowledge and experience.
Each hatchery was hatching the same
broiler breeder line.
It can be seen from Figure 1 that there was
a considerable range in the hatching times –
from 499 hours to 522 (21 days is 504 hours).
Indeed, incubation time accounted for almost
half of the variability in chick yield across the
business. Subjected to regression analysis,
other factors which might be expected to
affect chick yield, such as weight loss to
18 days, and the number of days the setters
were run sealed did not have a significant
effect on chick yield at hatch.

Chart 1 Chick Yield vs Incubation Duration.

Chicks which are pulled too early, with
a chick yield over 69%, will have relatively
poorly healed navels, and be more susceptible
to handling and impact damage.
To reduce the chick yield by 1%, the chicks
will need 5 hours longer incubation time.
This is probably most easily achieved by
setting the eggs earlier; taking good care
that the hatcher temperatures are kept under
tight control once the chicks are out, aiming
to keep vent temperatures between 103
and 105°F (39.4-40.5°C).
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TIP 35
Do we supply enough
air to our incubators?
Incorrect ventilation is a common
problem in hatcheries.
Even if the basic hatchery ventilation has been
correctly specified, the various components
need to be installed, calibrated and set up
properly. Air pressures must be correct in each
room, and the volumes entering the room must
be enough to meet the needs of the embryo,
and also to maintain room air pressures.
If a hatchery has been extended, it is quite
common that the ventilation capacity is either
not increased at all, or not increased sufficiently
for the number of extra incubators.
There are several ways to check if ventilation
rates are meeting the hatchery’s needs.
Room air pressures, supplied air volumes and
CO₂ levels are all good indicators. This tip
will explain how to calculate the supplied air
volumes – the same method can be used to
check air handling units or exhaust capacities.
Each brand and model of incubator has its
own specific ventilation needs. For optimum
performance, we have to supply the correct
pressures and air volumes for the make of
machine installed in the hatchery. These will
have lower and upper limits, so keeping them
on the average level will bring some energy
savings when compared to keeping everything
at the upper limit. To measure the air intake of
a machine, first we need to know the minimum
and maximum fresh air needs, which should
be specified by the manufacturer. For the
calculations, we will need an air speed meter
(anemometer), a ruler and a calculator.
All the measurements will be done from the
machine air inlet area. Depending on the make
of incubator, the air inlets may be placed in
front of the machine or in an air supply plenum.
Before taking any measurements, the dampers
will need to be fully opened. Avoid windy
days for this procedure.
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Equipment
•

Anemometer (Kestrel make multi meters
which include a suitable vane anemometer)

•

Ruler

•

Calculator

Preparation
•

Find the air inlets for the setter or hatcher

•

Remove any obstructions, such as a grill

•

Open all dampers to 100% open

•

Close all room doors, and check static
pressures are balanced for that room

Measurements and Calculations
•

Measure the dimensions of the air inlet

•

Calculate the cross sectional area =
π x (diameter/2)2 where π = 3.14

•

Measure the average air
speed in front of the inlet

•

Use the formula to calculate air intake
Speed x Cross Section x 3,600
AirIntake = Air(m/s)
Area (m2)

0.3m

Cross
= πr2 = 3.14 x
Section Area
Air
Air Speed x
=
Intake
(m⁄s)

2.8m/s

( )
0.3
2

2

~
= 0.07m2

Cross Section x 3600
Area (m2)

~ 705 m3/h
= 2.8 X 0.07 X 3600 =
Converting m3/h to cfm : m3/h X 0.588578
~ 415 cfm
= 705 X 0.588578 =
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TIP 36
Chick box layout for laminar
ventilated chick holding rooms
Ideally, chicks should be delivered to
the farm as quickly as possible after
they come out of the hatcher.

In this way, a low-pressure area is created
between the chick boxes, which will draw
the hot and dirty air from inside the boxes.

However, there may need to be a period
of time when they are held in the hatchery
before they are dispatched to the farm. In
such cases, chick holding conditions in the
hatchery are important and the way in which
the room ventilation is managed can make a
big difference. When it comes to chick holding
room ventilation, there are two different
systems which are commonly used. In a vertical
ventilation system, air is moved vertically by
roof-mounted fans. The chick boxes should be
distributed evenly and placed at least 10cm
apart from each other. The second system is
a laminar ventilation system. In these, fans are
wall mounted and the air travels parallel to the
floor. For a laminar air flow system to work
properly, the chick boxes need to be placed
in lines. This tip concentrates on laminar chick
holding room ventilation and the optimal
chick box placement pattern.

A common mistake with these systems is to
leave spaces between chick boxes within a
row. The air will as usual follow the easiest and
shortest route, moving into the gaps in the line,
and as a result loose its velocity before the end
of the row. Once the chick boxes are placed as
a line without spaces (see Figure 2 below), air
will keep moving between the lines of boxes
and will create low pressure area in the middle.
This low-pressure will pull the dirty and hot air
out of the boxes replacing it with clean air.

A typical laminar ventilation system is shown
in Figure 1 below. The system is simple; from
one side air supply fans push air into the room
and from the opposite side extraction fans
take out the same volume of air.

Right

Wrong

Figure 1 Comparison of chick box layout
and resulting air speeds in properly and
incorrectly laid out rooms.

Figure 1 A typical laminar flow ventilation
system for a chick holding room.

Hatchery Tips

Laminar flow systems can be supported by
cooling pads. Especially valuable in dry and
hot areas, evaporative cooling pads will cool
down the air while increasing the humidity of
the chick holding area. As evaporative cooling
is not effective in hot and humid areas, here
the system needs to be supported by an air
conditioning unit.
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TIP 37
Making the most of your
hatchery data. Using pivot tables
to boost hatchery management
Almost every Hatchery manager
assesses his results by collecting
performance data such as hatchability,
hatch of fertile, water loss, hatch debris,
mortality patterns, percentage of culls
and first week mortality.
But the best way of keeping track and using
the information to manage the hatchery is
by analyzing the data collected as a whole,
identifying how each key performance
indicator (KPI) is performing and checking
how they are interrelated. There is no point in
collecting vast quantities of data if you cannot
then make good use of them. Keeping data on
sheets of paper stored in desk drawers
will not help you boost your KPI’s.
Nowadays, with data collection being a routine
component of day-old chick production, there
are many sophisticated tools available to track
the hatchery environment. Data loggers can
collect real time data describing (for example)
temperature, humidity or CO₂ using remote
sensors and transmitting the information to
a networked computer, a tablet or even a cell
phone. However, no matter how much easier
data collection has become, the information
still needs to be summarized and used to
correlate cause and effect.
The best way of summarizing all the data
collected is by putting it into a database
or spreadsheet in such a way that all the
information can be analyzed as a whole,
looking closely at details where necessary.
Excel is one of the most widely available
programs for data analysis, and many
people working in a hatchery will have
some familiarity with it.
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While not everybody uses them, it is full of
surprisingly sophisticated tools for analyzing
data, and can cope with very big data sets.
As such, it can provide rich information for
improving a hatchery’s KPI’s.
Avoid producing daily report sheets as they
are difficult to analyze. A better way is to
consolidate the data, and then use Pivot
tables to control process and KPI’s. (Figure 1).
Pivot tables allow the user to create any
kind of report needed in order to evaluate
different KPI’s, machines or data loggers in
one unique screen. Moreover they are easily
manageable by any Excel user, just requiring
a little training.
The most important step is making sure
that your data is organized following
a database layout as shown in Figure
2 (organized in columns, consistent
naming, data within acceptable ranges,
sensible data without errors).
Once set up to your satisfaction, Pivot tables
can be used to generate dynamic graphs,
updated each time the Pivot table is run.
These can show data over several seasons,
allowing the manager to evaluate trends
which can be really helpful in Hatchery
troubleshooting allowing the manager
to compare different banks of setters/
hatchers, individual machines as well
as the seasonal variability which can
so affect hatchery performance.
Once data driven performance management
is implemented, it is possible to set targets,
look at data as whole, monitor performance,
analyze trends and differences and implement
improvements in specific aspects which are
affecting Hatchery performance.
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Figure 1 Example of how a Pivot table can combine different data.

Figure 1 Example of a good data base layout for Excel.
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TIP 38
Measuring vent
temperatures accurately
We know that newly hatched chicks
cannot control their body temperature
very well, and need some help by
keeping the environment close to their
needs. It is easy to tell from the chicks’
behaviour whether they are too hot
(Figure 1) or too cold (Figure 2).
Hot or cold chicks also tend to be noisy.
By checking their body temperature you can
quantify how hot or cold they are, compared
to the Aviagen target of 103°F – 105°F
and make adjustments to the environment
accordingly. This hatchery tip gives some hints
as to the best way to get repeatable, accurate
results when checking chick temperatures.

Figure 1 Chicks which are
too hot start to pant.

All the Aviagen trials measuring vent
temperature have used a Braun® Thermoscan®
thermometer. These are widely available,
well priced and consistent. Of the current
models, the Thermoscan 5 or 7 are the most
suitable, because they pre-heat the measuring
tip. However, they should still be checked
regularly, and we advise replacing the unit
every 12 months.
There are other excellent paediatric infrared
(IR) thermometers available, but these may
give slightly different readings. So if you want
to use an alternative, calibrate it against
a Braun device.

Figure 1 Chicks which are too
cold huddle together for warmth.

Switch the thermometer on and leave
to settle in the room where it will be
used for 15-20 minutes at the start
of any measuring session.
To measure vent temperature, hold the chick
with its vent towards you, and use your thumb
to push the rump upwards.
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Figure 1 Use the thumb to push the
rump of the chick upwards so that
the skin on the vent is exposed
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The tip of the thermometer should be placed
on the area free of any down (Figure 3).
If the vent is wet, after a dropping has been
passed, then any visible moisture should
be blotted away, or another chick sampled
– a chick with a wet vent will appear to
have a much lower temperature than
others in the group.

Vent temperature (°F)

Once moved to a different environment
chick temperature will change quite fast.
Chart 1 shows the temperature of 50 chicks in
the order they were measured. They had been
moved from a hot environment to a cooler one
just before measurement started. Whenever
possible, chicks should be measured in the
place where they are being held.

If they have to be moved, for example out
of a hatcher or a delivery vehicle, then the
vent temperatures will only be representative
of the former environment for around
15 minutes. After this time, a new sample
should be taken.
Vent temperatures can give accurate
and repeatable guidance to the comfort
of chicks at all stages between hatching
and arriving at the farm.
Take care to measure accurately,
record the data to place and time and
use it to make improvements to the
environment for the chicks.

108
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104
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0
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50

Sequence chick measured
Chart 1 Vent temperatures dropping as a box of chicks adjusts to a cooler environment.
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TIP 39
How to optimise the timing
of in ovo vaccination?
When using in ovo vaccination in your
hatchery, several important decisions
need to be made about the way in
which it is organised and delivered.
Two key points are (1) when to vaccinate
and (2) the correct point on the egg
surface to deliver the vaccine.
So how do you establish the best time (stage
of development) to carry out the vaccination?
This can often be overlooked, people
preferring to vaccinate according
to organisational convenience rather
than aiming to optimise embryo
response.
For in ovo vaccination to be effective, the
vaccine must be delivered to the amniotic
fluid or into the embryo itself. If deposited
in the yolk, the allantoic fluid or the air cell
of the egg it will not work well. Suppliers
of in ovo vaccines and vaccination systems
advise vaccinating between 18 days
12 hours and 19 days.
Regardless of the pre-determined vaccination
time, it is helpful to monitor embryo
development through visual evaluation
of sample embryos just before vaccination.
Use the information collected to optimise
the time when eggs are vaccinated: the
optimum time is when the yolk is being
pulled into the abdomen.
Many factors can widen the spread of
hatch time, so it is worth doing some strategic
checks on factors known to increase hatch
spread (see below) and adjusting vaccination
time or, if appropriate, correcting them if
shown to be an issue.
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Samples need to be taken at different
places in the incubator to identify whether
chronological age and physiological age are
close, because any divergence may directly
influence the site of application and therefore
the effectiveness of the in ovo vaccine.
Vaccination must start before internal pipping,
again because the embryos may not be in the
ideal position to receive the vaccine and so it
will not be delivered to the appropriate place.
So for maximum vaccination impact, we must
pay attention to the uniformity of embryo
development at the time of vaccination.
This can be affected by:
•

Type of incubation
(Single Stage X Multiple Stage);

•

High or low temperature and humidity;

•

Problems with turning angles below 38o;

•

Inadequate ventilation;

•

Age of the breeders;

•

Size, weight and shape of eggs;

•

Storage duration of the eggs;

•

How long the eggs have been incubated
and the development stage reached by
the embryos. This may be affected by
egg age at set, breed (for example,
Ross® 708 hatch faster than Ross 308)
and generation (broilers hatch faster
than parent stock).

These factors can directly influence the
effectiveness of vaccination, hatchability
and chick quality.
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TIP 40
Using your mobile as a powerful
tool in your hatchery
A mobile application, most commonly
referred to as an app, is a type of
software designed to run on a mobile
device, such as a smartphone or
tablet computer.
Mobile applications frequently serve to
provide users with easy measurement
and analysis which are equivalent to those
provided by dedicated tools. App software
is supplied through application stores
managed by Apple® or Google®.

Converting Units
Convert
Units

Convert!!!

Convert
Units Plus

Today there are many applications which
can be used in hatcheries. In this tip we will
introduce some of them.
Angle measurement

Globally, manufacturers give standards for
flows, volumes or pressures in different units.
The actual units chosen will usually depend
on where the supplier is based.
Depending on the measurement tools
or calculation methods actually in use
at the hatchery, it is often necessary to
convert these values to different units.

To check egg turning angles or ventilation
damper angles the mobile device can be
used as an angle meter. Angle Meter Pro
is available for both IOS and Android, and
can even measure angles through a window
if necessary.

These small applications are capable of
converting almost all values. There are
hundreds of similar programs available
for IOS and Android.

Continues over page...
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TIP 40 CONTINUED...

Measuring fan speeds

Converting between RH% and F

Strobe Light
Tachometer

E+E Humidity
Calculator

Strobo RPM
Hz LightC

Fan speed checks are an essential part
of routine maintenance. These applications
use the mobile device’s flash light as
a tachometer.
To measure fan speed, start the application,
set the expected RPM (Revolutions per
Minute) value to the target for that machine,
and in the dark direct the blinking light
towards the fan and observe the fan blades.
If the fan looks as if it has stopped turning,
then it is turning at the expected RPM value.
If it still looks as if it is turning, alter the
expected RPM from the menu and read
its current speed. It is possible to
multiply the RPM by the number
of fan blades for easy reading.

Many hatcheries have more than one make
or age of machine. When recording humidity,
some machines use relative humidity % (RH%)
and others wet bulb temperature.
This tool will convert between the two.
It is also useful if you are calibrating
an electronic humidity sensor which is
programmed to give a wet bulb reading.
Set machine air temperature and expected
RH% on the App, which will give a predicted
wet bulb reading.
The app can also be useful calibrating
machines with electronic humidity sensors,
which are calibrated using saturated salt
solutions but give the humidity reading
as a wet bulb temperature.
For this, you need to tell the app the
incubator air temperature in F, and the
predicted RH reading from the salt solution.
The app will tell you what the wet bulb
temperature should be, which you can check
against the actual reading on the incubator.
If the two are not in agreement, adjust
the machine reading until it is the same
as the one on the app.
The apps that are available for smart phones
include many which are of great practical
value. The few that we mention in this tip
cover those which are particularly useful in
the hatchery and are available at low or no
cost to the user.
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TIP 41
Correct use of tinytag loggers to
measure eggshell temperature
Incubation temperature plays a critical
role in chick quality and hatchability.
Because the temperature of the outside
surface of the egg shell is very close to that of
the embryo inside it, more and more hatcheries
are using temperature loggers routinely to
measure eggshell temperature. There is good
research evidence to show that the optimal
embryo temperature lies between 100-101°F/
(37.8-38.3°C) all the way through incubation.
The embryo’s heat production increases
steadily through incubation.
This means that the air temperature settings
need to be changed regularly to deal with
the increasing amount of embryo heat being
generated. Once we start to measure eggshell
temperatures, we can use the information
to improve hatchery performance by:
•

•

Fine-tuning air temperature set-points
or programme, so as that actual eggshell
temperature sits in the ideal range
throughout the whole incubation period.
Finding eggshell temperature variation
within a setter or between setters; thus
identifying and allowing us to fix setter
maintenance issues, so that all the eggs
in a hatchery experience very similar
incubation temperature.

One of the devices commonly used
to measure eggshell temperature is the
Tinytag Talk-2 Model-4023, connected
to a thermistor probe.
It can measure and record eggshell
temperature continuously at preset intervals throughout incubation.
Once set up, the incubator can work
undisturbed – this is a big advantage
in machines with no corridor or space
for a person to work safely while the
machine is running.
Temperature data loggers of this type
are useful and powerful tools. However,
there are ways to optimise the quality
of the data collected.
•

Check and calibrate the loggers and
probes first – follow the advice in
Hatchery Tip 30 (see page 32).

•

Attach the probe to the egg.
We tested different materials
to attach the probes, and found
that a good-sized lump of Blu-Tack®
(Picture 1) gives the most stable
results (Chart 1).

Chart 1 Temperature
traces of Tiny Tags where
the probe was attached
with Blu-Tack (black line),
plastic tape (blue line)
or paper tape (green
line). Note temperature
fluctuation every 30
minutes, as eggs turn.

Continues over page...
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TIP 41 CONTINUED...

There are several factors which can make
a difference to the absolute value of the
temperatures recorded.
•

The temperature over the air cell will
be too high in early incubation and too
low after 7 days – place the probe on
or below the equator.

•

Infertile eggs will not generate any
embryo heat later in incubation, so
will tend to under read after 8 days.
If starting recording at day 0, the sample
eggs should be candled and if necessary
replaced at 6-8 days.

•

Every time eggs are turned, the change
in wind speed and direction across the
thermistor will show in a change of
temperature. Place the thermistor on
the side of the egg away from the fan
to minimise this.

At the end of incubation, gather all the data
into an Excel file and plot the traces collected
at different locations on one graph.
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Figure 1 The Tinytag thermistor probe attached
just below the equator of the egg with a thumbnail sized lump of Blu-Tack.
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TIP 42
Is your smartphone safe
to take into the hatchery?
In Tip 40 we talked about the many
phone apps that are available which
allow you to use your smartphone as a
convenient tool for hatchery monitoring.
However, despite smartphones being useful
gadgets, they do present some biosecurity
risks if they are taken into the hatchery.
A recent study conducted by Aviagen®
hatchery specialists quantified bacterial
contamination on 36 smartphones whose
owners were asked (without prior warning) to
remove the phone case and swab the phone’s
screen and camera lens areas – as shown in
the picture. The swabs were taken to a lab,
streaked onto non-selective agar plates and
incubated overnight. A lab technician counted
the colonies on all plates. In total, 91% of the
plates grew some bacteria, carrying up to
2,000 CFU (colony forming units).

It is for this reason that some companies make
the hatchery a “cell-phone free zone” while
others allow the device to be brought inside
after some kind of disinfection procedure.
If you are taking your phone into the hatchery,
a correctly carried out disinfection process
should take place every time. Suitable
processes include:

We did not identify the organisms in this
trial, but some of the bacteria that could
be living on your phone include E. coli,
Staphylococcus aureus, Streptococcus and
Pseudomonas, all possible threats for chick
livability as they are the main causes for
omphalitis and first week mortality.

•

Fumigation with paraformaldehyde
– this is the most effective process.
Unfortunately, formaldehyde is not
permitted in many countries.

•

High Intensity Ultra Violet light.
An Aviagen study in the UK showed
that 10 minutes exposure is enough
to inactivate 99.9% of bacterial load.
The disadvantage is that UV lamps
can be very expensive and need to
be replaced regularly.

•

Disinfectant wipes – in the study
described above participants were
asked to completely wipe their phones
with ammonium chloride wipes and
swab again after some minutes. Wiping
the phones with disinfectant wipes
significantly reduced the bacterial load,
see graph overpage.

Figure 1 Picture showing areas swabbed on each phone

Continues over page...
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As well as daily dry cleaning and disinfection
there are other everyday practices that will
help to reduce the amount of bacteria that
is lurking on your phone; such as:
•

•

The phone case should never be taken
inside as it may be carrying bacteria and
other microorganisms. Ideally use a silicone
or similar case which can be washed, and
always remove the case daily while you
dry clean and disinfect the phone.
Avoid taking your phone into the
bathroom – this is a great opportunity for
microorganisms to get onto your phone.

Bacterial count

TIP 42 CONTINUED...
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Count before disinfection

Count after disinfection

Chart 1 Average bacterial load on 36 mobile
phones swabbed before and after disinfection.
Before disinfection 91% of the phones had
bacteria present. After disinfection only
29% still had bacteria present.

This tip is a guide to help you to keep
using your smartphone and all the
available hatchery assessment apps
without bringing any hazardous bacteria
into the hatchery.
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TIP 43
Sense-check your CO₂
sensor calibration
CO₂ sensors are used by most
manufacturers to adjust the ventilation
rates of setters and hatchers.
The control systems in those machines will
monitor CO₂ level and use the recorded value
to reach decisions about ventilation rates.
This is a good way of creating dynamic
ventilation profiles for flocks with different
fertility and egg sizes.
High fertility batches will produce more
CO₂ and will be ventilated more when
running on CO₂ sensors, whereas running
on a fixed programme could normally
meet only average needs.
However, the level of O₂ in a machine will
be highly correlated with the level of CO₂.
This means that any calibration inaccuracy
of a CO₂ sensor can create serious problems.
A drift in the CO₂ sensor will mislead the
ventilation programme and create problems,
depending on the drifting value. It is very
common to see hatchability, chick quality
and chick yield issues related to misaligned
CO₂ sensors.

If the readings are too low or too high, we
need to recalibrate the CO₂ sensors with
a zero-calibration kit. If calibration is not
possible, replace the failing sensors.
The pictures show control panels of two pairs
of setters. In both pairs, the machine on the
right hand side (with higher CO₂ reading)
will ventilate more than the one on the left.
The first machine (0.2% CO₂) will have
insufficient ventilation, especially at the last
stages while the other three will be over
ventilated to a lesser or greater extent.
In setters, insufficient ventilation will cause
insufficient weight loss and late embryo
mortality. Over-ventilation will cause excessive
weight loss and cold spots. In hatchers,
insufficient ventilation will cause excessive
chick yield, navel problems, late mortality and
ascites. Over-ventilation will cause cold spots,
wide hatch window and dehydration.

Therefore, we have to be sure that
the calibration of the CO₂ sensors is
accurate. Fortunately, in addition to
routine calibration, there is a fast and
easy way to check CO₂ sensors
when a machine is empty.
Outside air contains 300-400ppm
(0.03-0.04%) of CO₂. Inside, if the hatchery
ventilation is working well, corridors (or air
intake plenums) should have 400-600ppm
(0.04-0.06%). When we run machines empty
with 100% open dampers, we should read
CO₂ level similar to that in the corridor.
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0.02% vs 0.16%

0.08% vs 0.17%
Figure 1 Some examples
of CO₂ calibration drift.
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TIP 44
Controlling egg water
loss during storage
The influence of air temperature
and relative humidity
To enable their function as incubation vessels,
all eggs are enclosed in a porous outer
container – the egg shell. The shell must allow
gases through so that the developing respiring
embryo is able to get rid of carbon dioxide
and take in oxygen.
Water also passes through the pores in the
egg shell, even when embryo development
is paused during egg storage. Egg water
loss during storage can be assessed by
measuring the egg weight at the start and
end and calculating the weight loss. Eggs
kept in reasonable conditions will commonly
lose about 0.5% of their initial weight after a
week in storage, which does not seem to harm
hatch or chick quality. Although the number
and diameter of pores in an individual egg are
fixed, it is possible to affect the rate of water
loss by adjusting the conditions in which the
eggs are held.
This is because the rate of water loss will be
governed by the difference in water vapour
pressure inside and immediately outside the
egg – the water pressure deficit. Relative
humidity inside the egg will remain at 100%
at all times, because the egg has a high water
content. External conditions will not affect
humidity inside the egg. However, the water
vapour pressure differential can be changed,
because the water vapour pressure of the
air in the egg store alters as a function of
temperature and relative humidity.

Eventually the dew point is reached and
water vapour will condense out of the air.
We tend to try to control water loss of
stored eggs by keeping humidity and
water vapour pressure in the egg store up.
However, this can encourage bacterial or
fungal contamination of the eggs, either
through using contaminated water to fog
or wet the egg store, or through condensation
on the egg surface.
An alternative way to reduce the water
pressure deficit is to lower the air temperature
in the store. Table 1 shows that the impact
on the water vapour deficit is the same
when humidity is raised by 5%, or temperature
reduced by 3 C.
Common
conditions

Increase
relative
humidity

Inside

18 C, 100%
= 20.6 mbar

18 C, 100%
= 20.6 mbar

15 C, 100%
= 17.0 mbar

Egg storage
room

18 C, 70%
= 14.4 mbar

18 C, 75%
= 15.5 mbar

15 C, 70%
= 11.9 mbar

+5.1 mbar

+5.1 mbar

Water vapour
+6.2mbar
deficit

Decrease
temperature

Table 1 The impact on the water vapour
deficit when humidity is raised by 5%,
or temperature reduced by 3˚C.

If the air is cooled then it can hold less
moisture, so the humidity and water
vapour pressure both rise.

Based on calculated values of water vapour
deficit, the figures demonstrate that reducing
the egg store temperature from 18 C to 15 C
(64.4-59 F) will be as effective as increasing
its relative humidity by 5%. In conclusion, a
lower storage temperature could help to keep
weight loss during egg storage under control
without increasing the risk of contamination.
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Humid air will have most of the available
space already occupied by water molecules,
and the vapour pressure will be high.
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TIP 45
Using temperature &
humidity data loggers
Hatcheries control environmental
temperature and relative humidity
from the egg room through to the
chick room to produce and deliver
good quality chicks.
The room conditions are monitored by
thermostats and hygrostats which are
connected to the air handling unit (AHU)
controller. Some modern hatcheries have
additional monitoring software with integrated
controls, allowing the hatchery staff to pull
up real time and historical data. However, it is
necessary to make sure that what the system
measures is correct and what is seen on
a display is really what the eggs, incubators
and hatchers are experiencing.
Uncontrolled temperature fluctuations in
the egg room will increase embryo mortality
and therefore damage hatchability. Unstable
conditions in incubator and hatch rooms will
force the incubators to work harder trying to
maintain optimal conditions. In so doing, they
will often create hot and cold spots, which
affects embryo growth rate and increases
energy use in the hatchery.
Most hatcheries perform daily spot checks
on temperature and humidity and record
them. Others will look at the averages
displayed by their integrated automatic
monitoring tools. Even when temperature
or humidity are seen to be out of the optimal
range, action is not always taken. Using
a temperature and humidity data logger,
which is capable of autonomously recording
temperature and humidity over a defined
period at certain intervals, comes in very
handy to check on the integrated systems.
The digitally stored information can be
downloaded into an excel spreadsheet
or directly viewed as as seen in Graph 1.
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The logging summary of the incubator
room shows an average room temperature
of 26.1 C (79 F) and an average relative
humidity of 51.7%. A closer look reveals that
the room was running warmer for several
hours during the day compared to a more
stable temperature during the night. Humidity
was also slightly affected during the day.
By just looking at averages one would think
everything is fine when in reality it is not.
The temperature fluctuation was caused
by doors being left open.
Loggers can be placed at different positions
within the room to find out if the temperature
or humidity levels are even throughout the
room. It is good practice to locate the loggers
at egg level in various locations throughout
the egg room or at the actual air intakes of the
incubation equipment. This way it is possible
to learn and understand the behaviour of the
hatchery ventilation and control systems, and
if everything is as it should be. Loggers can
also be used inside the machines to monitor
machine stability. There are many types of
affordable small temperature and humidity
loggers available on the market. It is important
to look for good quality ones that give
accurate readings, and have the option to be
adjusted when needed after calibration. Look
for configurable parameters, good battery life
and a sturdy, waterproof design capable of
withstanding the hatchery environment.

Graph 1 Incubator room
temperature and relative humidity.
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TIP 46
Which thermometer gives
the best estimate of embryo
temperature during incubation?
For optimal hatchability, chick quality
and broiler performance, embryo
temperature should be held at
100-101 F (37.8 -38.3 C) for the
full 21 days of incubation.
Embryo temperature will be affected by
four factors: the machine air temperature,
the temperature gradient between the
embryo and the machine environment,
air speed across the eggs and embryo
metabolic heat production.
As the embryo grows its metabolic heat
production increases, changing from an
endothermic stage where heat needs to
be supplied from an external source to
an exothermic stage, at which point heat
production increases and excess heat
must be removed.
There are various ways of evaluating
embryonic temperature, the most accurate
being to puncture the egg shell and use an
internal probe thermometer, such as the
Testo 103. This method measures the true
body temperature of the embryo, but is
not suitable for everyday use because it
requires the eggs to be destroyed in order
to collect the data.
Measured correctly, egg surface
temperature (EST) is very close to
embryo temperature, which allows
us to assess embryo temperature without
destroying the egg.
A recent study conducted by Aviagen
compared EST measured with three
alternative devices to the internal
temperature measured using a Testo
103 probe thermometer.
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The devices were the Exergen DX501,
the Braun ThermoScan ExacTemp
(Model IRT 6500) and Tiny Tags Talk 2
(all shown from left to right in Fig. 1).
The temperature inside the egg measured
with the Testo 103 was the base temperature
used for the comparison. Temperatures were
taken both during the endothermic stage
(3 and 6 days) and the ectothermic stage
(16 and 18 days) with each of the compared
devices, as well as the Testo 103 (internal base
temperature). The Tiny Tags gave values of
EST within 0.1 F of the Testo internal reading
in both the endothermic and the exothermic
phases. The Braun ThermoScan and Exergen
were less predictable, with the Exergen
deviating from the Testo value by -0.3 F early
in incubation and by -0.8 F in late incubation,
while the Thermoscan was 0.45 F lower early
on and much closer later on as the embryos
produced more heat (-0.1 F).
Regardless of the method used to measure
EST it is important to be aware of possible
deviations from the true embryo temperature
and ensure that the selected device is
calibrated and working properly. If a new
make or type of device is offered to you, this
Tip describes a practical way of checking its
accuracy compared to devices currently in
use in hatcheries.

Figure 1 Thermometers suitable
for measuring embryonic or egg
surface temperature.
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TIP 47
Hatching egg and environmental
management: Part 1
This is the first of two checklists which
will be useful when investigating how
well your hatchery is performing, and
where improvements might be made.
EGG MANAGEMENT
Egg processing on arrival at the hatchery:
•

Check egg shell temperatures on
arrival [target max 1-2 C (1.8-3.6 F) higher
than hatchery egg store].

•

Check for condensation. Use extra
fans to dry fast when necessary.

•

Take representative sample trays from
each batch of eggs delivered to the
hatchery, and count any upside down
eggs (target is less than 1%).

•

Check for dirty and floor eggs.
Separate these eggs and place on bottom
trays, remove and discard excessively
soiled ones.

•

Remove cracked eggs,
including hairline cracks.

•

Complete egg processing without
allowing egg temperature to rise.
The processing area set temperature
should be that of the egg store.

•

Never pack eggs into boxes before they
have cooled to storage temperature.

EGG STORE MANAGEMENT
•

Identify storing zones according
to egg production dates for first
in first out principle.

•

Aim to set eggs before
they reach seven days old.

•

Let eggs rest in the egg store
24-48 hours after transport.

•

Hold egg store temperature
at 15 C (59 F) for all egg ages.
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•

Never put warm eggs close to cold ones,
or warm trollies next to cool ones.

•

Avoid temperature fluctuation
by keeping doors closed.

•

Avoid using humidifiers except in very dry
climates, because static water reservoirs
can encourage bacterial growth.

•

Use circulation fans for uniform
and fast egg cooling.

•

Avoid packing eggs too close together;
store eggs in setter trays and trolleys
whenever possible.

•

Turn eggs 4-6 times a day, if possible,
if stored for over seven days.

PLAN THE SET SO IT IS BALANCED
•

Do not mix young/old flocks,
low/high fertility or small/large eggs.

•

If some mixing is unavoidable, place
the eggs closest to average next to the
temperature sensor.

•

Alter set times according to egg age,
flock age and season.

•

In multi-stage setters, mark trays
clearly to identify flock of origin,
pick up date and set date.

•

If soiled or floor eggs must be used,
set them in the bottom trays or in
a separate machine.

•

In multi-stage machines, follow
manufacturers suggested setting patterns
and intervals.

•

Try to set the most fertile, and
largest eggs (which produce
the most heat) close to the fan.

•

Plan any backfilling, taking account of
the cooling capacity of the setters and
hatchers – very few will cope with the
heat output of 100% live embryos.

•

If hatching parent stock, set male line and
female line eggs separately, if possible.
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TIP 48
Hatching egg and environmental
management: Part 2
This is the second checklist which we
hope will be useful when investigating
how well your hatchery is performing, and
where improvements might be made.
SETTERS
•

HATCHERS
•

Calibrate temperature and humidity sensors monthly.
Calibrate CO₂ sensors every three months.

•

Calibration

If a constant set point is unavoidable, use 97.5 F.

Check turning mechanism and angles.

Adjust set points according to
estimated chick numbers.

Calibrate damper openings at 0%, 50% and 100%.
Avoid hot/cold spots by checking fixed dampers.

•

Avoid hot/cold spots by not using humidifiers.

•

CO₂ levels

Egg shell temperatures

Avoid high CO₂ set points at the end of hatch.

Target 100 F (99.5 F- 101.5 F) egg shell
temperature of fertile eggs from day 1 to day 20.

Monitor hatches with a wider hatch window carefully.

Check egg shell temperatures at days 2, 15 and 17.

•

Weight loss

Keep window below 30 hours.

•

Target 10.5-12.5% weight loss
from lay to 18 day transfer.

Hatch window
Observe hatch window and investigate problems.

Check egg shell temperatures in different
positions to identify hot/cold spots.

•

Set points
≤98 F after transfer and ≤97 F at the end.

Calibrate thermometers in single-stage setters
every set, multistage setters every month.

Calibrate CO₂ sensors every three months.

Calibration

Pull and cleaning
Keep hatcher doors closed and
fans running until all chicks are out.

Calculate target weight loss for every set,
accounting for weight loss during egg storage.

Empty all hatchers in the same
corridor before cleaning.

Alter RH% set points to meet the target.

Close hatcher doors during pulling,
unless passing through them.

TRANSFER
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•

Transfer on day 18 (19 if vaccinating in ovo).

•

Keep eggs warm – waiting time <15 mins.

•

Candle /remove infertile
and early dead embryos.

•

Backfill baskets to balance the number
of live embryos across the hatcher.

•

Evenly distribute eggs across
the hatcher basket.

•

Transfer eggs gently to avoid damage.
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CHICK PROCESSING
•

If banger numbers are high,
unload by hand to avoid
spreading contamination.

•

Check belts, conveyors, needles
and other equipment to ensure
chicks will not be injured.

•

Change vaccination needles
every 1,000 chicks.
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TIP 49
Chick processing and holding: part 3
This is the third checklist which we hope
will be useful when investigating how
well your hatchery is performing and
where improvements might be made.
CHICK PROCESSING
•

If banger numbers are high, unload by
hand to avoid spreading contamination.

•

Check belts, conveyors, needles
and other equipment daily to
ensure chicks cannot be injured.

•

Change vaccination needles
every 1,000 chicks.

CHICK HOLDING AND TRANSPORT
•

Check chick vent temperatures
(target 103-105 F) in different zones
every hour. Alter room temperature
set point as needed.

•

Adjust room ventilation rate according to
chick numbers (aim for <1,500ppm CO₂).

•

Do not place chicks beneath air inlets or
in direct airflow; if they are in a draught
they will become chilled.

•

Plan delivery times to minimise holding
duration and account for climate.

•

Do not overload chick trucks.

CHICK HOLDING ROOM VENTILATION
•

Run the room at slightly negative
pressure (not lower than -10pa).

•

Distribute fresh air evenly and avoid
temperature differences, draughts
or fluctuations.

•

Place stacks of boxes in an unbroken row
(shown right) and use fans to create a
steady air velocity in between the rows
of chick boxes. This will help to maintain
air speed and consistent heat removal.

•

All roof circulation fans should
work upward.
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Figure 1 Chicks at a comfortable
temperature, no draught.

Figure 2 Chilled chicks in a direct
draught from a ceiling air inlet.

Figure 3 A chick holding room
with good layout and ventilation.
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TIP 50
Hatchery checklist part 4: ventilation
This is the fourth checklist which we
hope will be useful when investigating
how well your hatchery handles the
needs of ventilation.
AIR HANDLING UNITS

EGG STORAGE ROOM
•

The temperature of the egg store should
be consistent throughout the room.

•

If humidity exceeds 90%, ventilate
to reduce it and avoid fungal growth.

SETTER AND HATCHER ROOMS

•

Clean air ducts and filters regularly.

•

Keep cooling coils clean
and avoid blockages.

•

Maintain 22-28°C temperature and
50-60% RH in setter and hatcher rooms.

•

Check belts regularly;
change when cracked.

•

Keep doors closed.

•

Keep CO₂ levels below 1000ppm.

Check filter change warning pressure
sensors for filter condition, making sure
the sensors are working properly.

•

Clean and maintain spray nozzles
regularly if present.

•

Never wash empty hatchers while
the hatch continues in the same room.
This can cause high humidity and
a risk of contamination.

•

Calibrate room/plenum
inlet dampers regularly.

•

Clean hatcher exhausts regularly.

•

Avoid sharp angled bends
in flexible exhaust ducts.

•

PLENUMS
•

Be sure that temperature, RH and CO₂
levels are consistent across the plenum.

•

Make sure that all access hatches
are closed properly.

•

If present, clean cooling coils
and humidifiers regularly.

AIR PRESSURE
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•

Calibrate pressure sensors and check
air volumes of rooms or plenums
on a monthly basis.

•

Check reference points regularly.

•

Use a filter attached to the reference
tube outside end.

•

Avoid pressure fluctuations.

•

The pressure sensor range should
be less than 10 times that of the
target pressure for the room, as
they have a 1% error of reading value.
If the target pressure set point is 5pa,
the sensor should have a maximum
50pa range.

Hatchery Tips

Figure 1 Keep doors properly closed.
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TRANSFER ROOM
•

Aim for a room pressure less than
the setter room and more than
the hatcher room.

•

Provide extra ventilation
when using in ovo vaccination.

•

Keep doors closed during transfer
unless actually in use.

VACCINE PREPARATION ROOM

Figure 2 Avoid sharp bends in flexible ducts.

Hatchery Tips

•

Hold at a higher positive pressure
than any other surrounding room.

•

Ventilate continuously.

•

Use a high efficiency particulate
air (HEPA) filter if possible.

•

Use double slider windows
for vaccine serving.

| First published in International Hatchery Practice
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TIP 51
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Incubation in high humidity climates
Why is humidity important?
Moisture loss during incubation is essential
to chick quality and performance. The egg
needs to lose between 10.5-12.5% moisture
from point of lay to 18 days of incubation.
How moisture leaves the egg
After lay, water vapour travels through
the semi permeable eggshell membrane,
then through the pores of the shell and
into the environment. The greater the
difference in humidity between the internal
environment of the egg (saturated) and
the external environment, the faster
moisture will leave the egg.

Fig. 1. Cooling the air with a coil and droplet eliminator.

Fig. 1. Cooling the air
with acoil
coil and droplet eliminator.
Cooling
Droplet eliminator
Cooling coil

If there is too much moisture in the
environment around the egg due to high
humidity, chick quality will be compromised.
In temperate climates, even when the
atmospheric humidity is high, air temperatures
are relatively low, so heating the air for the
purpose of incubation automatically lowers
the relative humidity.
However, in hot humid (tropical or
sub-tropical) climates it is necessary to
remove the excess humidity from the air
before it is delivered to the incubators.

Droplet eliminator

Moisture removed
Moisture removed
Figure 1 Cooling the air with

a Cross
coil and
droplet
eliminator.
Fig. 2.
plate heat
exchanger.
Fig. 2. Cross plate heat exchanger.
Cooled air >
Cooled air >

How do we remove moisture from the air?

< Exhaust air

Ideally, we want to supply air with an
absolute humidity of 13.4g/m³. At 15.7°C air
cannot hold more than this amount, so if
the air is cooled down to 15.7°C, the excess
moisture will condense and can be removed
from the air (Fig. 1).

< Exhaust air

< Returned hot air
from setters
< Returned hot air
from setters

Pre-warmed >
air to setters
Pre-warmed >
air to setters

www.aviagen.com
A service
to hatchery
fromexchanger.
Aviagen
Figure
2 Crosspersonnel
plate heat
A service to hatchery personnel from Aviagen

www.aviagen.com

Because the air travels through HVAC
system at high speed, it is usually necessary
to chill the air using cooling water at 10-11°C
to ensure enough moisture is removed.
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TIP 52

54
BACKFILLING HATCHER
BASKETS FOR LOW
FERTILITY FLOCKS
Many manufacturers have developed automatic egg candling and

transfer systems that help the hatchery transfer process to be completed
Backfilling hatcher baskets
in an efficient and timely fashion. Unfortunately, few of them make it
easy to backfill the hatcher baskets when a flock has poor fertility.
The term ‘backfilling’ refers to the action needed when flock fertility,
for low fertility flocks defined
as candled clears, falls below 75%. After the clear (infertile and

Many manufacturers have developed
automatic egg candling and transfer
systems that help the hatchery transfer
process to be completed in an efficient
and timely fashion.
Unfortunately, few of them make it easy
to backfill the hatcher baskets when
a flock has poor fertility.
The term ‘backfilling’ refers to the action
needed when flock fertility, defined as candled
clears, falls below 75%. After the clear (infertile
and early dead embryos) and contaminated
eggs have been removed during the transfer
process, any baskets that have fewer than
90% of eggs containing live embryos need to
have added to them enough reserved candled
eggs from the same flock to make up for the
eggs that were removed. Thus, if the setter
trays hold 150 eggs, and 25% of them are
removed at candling, then each hatcher basket
will need to have 22 fertile eggs added.
Correct and effective backfilling will maintain
and enhance the metabolic heat output from
each hatcher basket, reduce cold spots and
tighten the hatch window in the embryos’
last few days of development.
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Fig. 1. Hatch window as per filled hatcher basket capacity (%)
–– 75% filled

–– 90% filled

Filled hatcher basket
capacity (%)

–– 55% filled

480

Picture 1 Showing 50% filled and
90% filled hatcher trays (photograph
taken at 507 hours of incubation).
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Chart 1 Hatch window as per filled hatcher
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basket capacity (%)incubation).

A service to hatchery personnel from Aviagen
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SHORT PERIODS OF
INCUBATION DURING
EGG STORAGE (SPIDES)

TIP 53

Short periods of incubation during egg storage (SPIDES) has been
implemented in many hatcheries, and has proved to be a very effective
way to restore the hatch loss usually seen after prolonged egg storage.
When using SPIDES, it is critical that the eggs are allowed to cool down
from peak temperature quickly and evenly before they are returned to
the egg store. If the eggs are above egg store temperature, they will
warm the eggs around them, damaging hatchability.
When using a machine which has been designed to perform SPIDES
treatments, both heating and cooling capacity are increased, and the
eggs will cool properly as long as the full cycle is followed. However,
many
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use a standard
setterthat
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still and
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Cooling eggs after short periods of
incubation during egg storage (SPIDES)

When using SPIDES, it is critical that the
eggs are allowed to cool down from peak
temperature quickly and evenly before they
are returned to the egg store. If the eggs are
above egg store temperature, they will warm
the eggs around them, damaging hatchability.
When using a machine which has been
designed to perform SPIDES treatments, both
heating and cooling capacity are increased,
and the eggs will cool properly as long as
the full cycle is followed. However, many
hatcheries use a standard setter to treat the
eggs, and so alternative arrangements should
be made to cool them after treatment.

better hatchability can be expected from

Fig. 2. Air temperature close to SPIDES treated eggs (blue) and untreated
stored eggs, even into their fourth week.
eggs (orange) as eggs are restored to the egg store. The cooling system
should be upgraded to manage regular additions of warm eggs.
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Fig. 1 shows a thermal image of an egg
store containing SPIDES treated eggs in the
centre of the picture, and the warming of
the adjacent eggs to the side. Although the
eggs were only 24 C when replaced in the
egg store, they were still able to warm eggs
in adjacent trollies to a level where embryo
development will continue at a level likely
to harm hatchability.

Egg room
temperature (˚C)

Short periods of incubation during
egg storage (SPIDES) has been
implemented in many hatcheries,
and has proved to be a very effective
way to restore the hatch loss usually
seen after prolonged egg storage.

A service to hatchery personnel from Aviagen

Figure 1 Thermal image of eggs after SPIDES
treatment returned to the egg store and
warming the surrounding (cool) eggs.
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Figure 2 Air temperature close to SPIDES
treated eggs (blue) and untreated eggs
(orange) as eggs are restored to the egg store.
The cooling system should be upgraded to
manage regular additions of warm eggs.
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TIPMEASURING
54
IS
VENT
TEMPERATURE ACCURATE?
Day-old chicks cannot control their body temperature, and during the time
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Rectal temperature (˚F)

Fig. 1. Relationship between rectal and vent temperature.
Figure 1 Relationship between rectal and vent temperature.

To
get the best accuracy when checking vent temperature, take the
Hatchery Tips | First published in International Hatchery Practice
measurements where the chicks have been held, because their body
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TIP 54 CONTINUED...

To measure vent temperature, ensure the
thermometer has a clean tip cover, pick
a chick up and hold it so that you can
see the vent, position the chick’s rump
towards you and gently push the rump
upwards so that the vent is exposed,
rather than covered with down (Fig. 2).
Shield the chick from any drafts with your
body while measuring, and ensure that
the tip of the thermometer only touches
bare skin. Any chicks which have a wet
vent should be dried, or a different chick
should be chosen for measurement.

The vent temperature measurement is the
preferred method, being just as accurate and
safer for the chick. Unfortunately, it is only
really suitable for chicks in the hatchery
– once they start to eat, drink and grow the
vents are too wet to give an accurate result.
However, in the hatchery, the measurement
is an invaluable tool for checking a room
or holding area for hot and cold spots,
before taking corrective action as necessary.
Your chicks will be more comfortable and
resilient as a result.

Figure 2 Measuring the vent temperature of a day-old chick.
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57
WHAT HAPPENS
WHEN EGGS ARE SET
SMALL END UP?

TIP 55

Hatching eggs are set with the small end downwards in the setter tray, with
the air cell facing upwards. As the embryos finish their final three days of
incubation in the hatcher baskets,
y will
thenaturally manoeuvre into hatching
position and gravitate toward the end of the egg that was placed upward i
the setter tray. Unfortunately, if the egg was set with the small end up, there
will be no air cell to pip into, and a significant proportion of the chicks will n
hatch. Our expectation of the losses due to incorrect orientation date from
y at Stratford on Avon in the UK
many years ago; recently, the Aviagen hatcher
ran two trials to investigate whether our expectations remain correct.

What happens when eggs
are set small end up?

As the embryos finish their final three days
of incubation in the hatcher baskets, they will
naturally manoeuvre into hatching position and
gravitate toward the end of the egg that was
placed upward in the setter tray. Unfortunately,
if the egg was set with the small end up, there
will be no air cell to pip into, and a significant
proportion of the chicks will not hatch.
Our expectation of the losses due to incorrect
orientation date from many years ago;
recently, the Aviagen hatchery at Stratford
on Avon in the UK ran two trials to investigate
whether our expectations remain correct.
In both trials, five trays of eggs were
set small end up, with the position of
the air cell identified by candling.
The remaining batch of eggs were set small
end down, as recommended. The embryos in
Trial 1 were in ovo vaccinated at transfer, while
those in Trial 2 were vaccinated after hatch.
On the day of hatch, the number of clear
and unhatched eggs were counted, and the
unhatched eggs broken out. The number of
chicks, culls and non-living on tray chicks were
also recorded, and the overall appearance of
the chicks assessed and noted.
Trials reported in the literature lead us to
expect that if eggs are set small end up, one
in five of the transferred eggs will not produce
a live chick. Results from these two trials,
shown in Fig. 1, were slightly worse than this,
especially when in ovo vaccination was used.
Hatch of transferred eggs was lower by
25.5% (vaccinated in ovo) and 22%
(vaccinated post-hatch).
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TIP 56
Getting the hatchery connected
Technological developments in
recent years have afforded many
the opportunity to have an internet
connection at their fingertips,
practically at all times.

As an example, instead of monitoring
temperature high on the wall, sensors can
be placed inside chick boxes to get as close
as possible to chicks, and to be alerted
immediately if there is a developing situation.

The rise of Wi-Fi, voice activated technology
and other interactive advancements have
allowed for convenience in daily life, but
have not progressed into all areas of the
hatchery. Most hatcheries have an internet
connection, but it tends to be limited
to the office area with a direct wired
connection to the incubators.

Cameras:

Mesh Wi-Fi systems:
Because of their design, many hatcheries act
like a Faraday cage (an enclosure that actively
blocks electromagnetic fields) by blocking
the penetration of wireless signals. The
introduction of Mesh Wi-Fi with individual, yet
connected nodes, allows for a total coverage
of the hatchery, opening up new possibilities.

Wi-Fi connected cameras have become very
affordable. A simple camera placed in the
Chick Holding Room allows remote monitoring,
and by listening in, can also identify chick calls
during holding. The cameras also come with
software that can be configured to alert when
movement occurs in specific areas, which is
useful for security purposes.
Quick response (QR) codes:
QR codes are a two-dimensional barcode
that, when viewed by a mobile phone, tablet
or AR glasses, link directly to a site on the
internet that houses a document or video
describing how to perform a certain task, such
as break out investigations or troubleshooting
issues. An increasing number of QR codes will
connect to the company’s support team; this
an important resource when needing to repair,
replace or re-order a replacement part.
Remote assistance/ viewing:

Sensors:
There are a plethora of wireless temperature
and humidity sensors that can be used as
independent monitoring systems within the
hatchery. Many of these sensors have the
added bonus that they are battery powered,
and can be precisely placed.
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Having eyes-on viewing into an operation
is a huge advantage. This can be used
internally in the hatchery to allow Production
Managers to see chick quality on the hatch
day, as well as externally for auditing and
support from equipment suppliers, or by
specialists and veterinarians to quickly identify
and rectify issues. Remote assistance/viewing
not only reduces biosecurity risks by bringing
fewer people into your operation, but also
increases the speed of actions and resolutions
(reducing losses), as well as a reduction
of carbon footprint.
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evaporate condensate water and lower the humidity level in the hatcher.
However, over-ventilation can result in an uneven machine temperature, a
well as cold and hot spots, so exercise caution.
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point, causing moisture to condense out
of the air on to the cooling pipe surface.
The airborne hatchling chick fluff will then
adhere to the ‘sweaty’ cold pipe.

Chick fluff build-up can be problematic
because, when mixed with water, the fluff
forms an insulating coat to the coil, creating
barriers to heat exchange and lowering the
water cooling system's efficiency.
The hatcher will then struggle to maintain
the correct environment, which may result
in a high air temperature or increased
ventilation to achieve additional air cooling,
resulting in an unbalanced air temperature
within the machine. Also, excess water
condenses to create droplets, which may
puddle on the hatcher floor.
This will increase the likelihood of bacterial
problems, since the water provides an ideal
environment for them to grow. A flush of
bacteria can infect freshly hatching chicks
through their unhealed navels, resulting in
decreased chick liveability.
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Fig. 1. Example of a hatcher cooling coil covered with chick fluff.

Figure 1 Example of a hatcher
cooling coil covered with chick fluff.
A service to hatchery personnel from Aviagen

www.aviagen.

Furthermore, puddles of water will cause
a cold area at the bottom of the incubator,
delaying the hatch in the area and causing
an uneven machine temperature.
To help prevent chick fluff build-up on
hatcher cooling coils, reduce condensation by
increasing the cool water temperature to near
the dew point. Because some hatcheries only
have a single chilling unit for hatchery cooling
equipment, a system which recycles chiller
water for the hatchers may be a viable option.
It is also good practice to increase ventilation
to evaporate condensate water and lower
the humidity level in the hatcher. However,
over-ventilation can result in an uneven
machine temperature, as well as cold and
hot spots, so exercise caution.
If condensate cannot be avoided, the cooling
pipe can be cleaned manually. This can be
done safely after the majority of the chicks
have hatched, as opening the hatcher doors
will not have an impact on the hatching
environment.
The less condensate on the cooling pipe,
the better hatching environment, leading to
reduced contamination and a lower probability
of uneven hatcher temperature, all of which
contribute to higher-quality chicks.
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